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The aim of this thesis was to study the effects of using graphene (G) and graphitic oxide 
(GO) as additives in energetic reactions. The thermite oxidative reaction was selected as 
the main reaction to test. The rationale behind the use of GO and G as additives 
originates from the fact that GO has the ability to release its oxygen groups when heated 
at low temperatures and graphene burns off generating volatile species at moderate 
temperatures. GO or G were added to thermite mixtures and heated to promote the 
aluminum oxidation in the presence and absence of iron oxide, in inert and oxygen 
containing atmospheres. The changes in mass were recorded using thermogravimetric 
analysis while the heat flows involved were determined by calorimetry. A mass 
spectrometer analyzed the evolved gases. The solid crystalline precursors and byproducts 
were identified using x-ray diffraction techniques and their microstructural characteristics 
and identity studied using microscopy and spectroscopy. Evidenced by the byproducts 
generated, the thermogravimetric/calorimetric study of the processes and the 
microstructures observed, the addition of GO or G to aluminum accelerates the oxidation 
reaction. A mechanism for the different oxidation steps when additives are used is 
proposed and discussed. In addition to the thermite reaction, GO and G were also used as 
additives in the combustion of propellant mixtures. Testing was conducted to determine 
changes in visible smoke and flame distance from the propellant during burn. 
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The aim of this thesis was to study the effects of using graphene (G) and graphitic 
oxide (GO) as additives in energetic reactions. The thermite oxidative reaction was 
selected as the main reaction to test. Graphene, a single sheet of graphite containing only 
carbon atoms in a hexagonal arrangement, and graphitic oxide, composed by the same 
graphite sheets but with oxygen groups intercalated, can be described as low density 
layered nanomaterials. The rationale behind the use of GO and G as additives originates 
from the fact that GO has the ability to release its oxygen groups when heated at low 
temperatures and graphene burns off generating volatile species at moderate 
temperatures. 
GO and G were added to thermite mixtures and heated to promote the aluminum 
oxidation in the presence and absence of iron oxide, in inert and oxygen containing 
atmospheres. The changes in mass during the processes were recorded using 
thermogravimetric analysis and the heat flows involved determined by differential 
scanning calorimetry. The evolved gases were analyzed by a Mass spectrometer to 
identify the volatile byproducts to compare to those observed when no additives were 
used. The solid crystalline precursors and byproducts were identified using X-ray 
diffraction techniques and their microstructural characteristics and identity studied using 
scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive spectroscopy. Evidenced by the 
byproducts generated, the calorimetric study of the processes and the microstructures 
observed, the addition of GO or G to aluminum accelerates the oxidation reaction. A 
mechanism that presents the different oxidation steps when additives are used is 
proposed. 
In addition to the thermite reaction, GO and G were also used as additives in the 
combustion of propellant mixtures. Testing was conducted to determine changes in 
visible smoke and flame distance from the propellant during burn. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
The United States Navy has ambitious goals for reducing energy consumption in 
the coming years. To achieve the desired goals will require a multi-faceted approach, 
which will necessarily include improvements in energy efficiency. This provided the 
motivation for this research, the purpose of which was to study the effects of adding 
graphitic oxide (GO) and graphene (G) to materials known to experience exothermic 
reactions during heating. The question to be answered: if these materials would enhance 
the exothermic reactions, either by making them more exothermic, or by inducing 
reactions at lower temperatures, to justify the future use of the additives in other fuel 
mixtures. 
The primary means of conducting this analysis was through experimental 
research: mixing of graphitic oxide and graphene with materials known to react 
exothermically. Thermitic mixtures of aluminum and iron oxide were selected as the first 
type of energetic reaction to test and the study focused on analyzing their energy changes 
through calorimetry. Complete characterization of the materials microstructure and 
composition both prior to and after heating (including byproducts) was also conducted to 
ensure a complete understanding of the observed mechanisms. 
A secondary means of conducting this analysis was through the mixing of 
graphitic oxide with a known propellant. In this case, the purpose was a test of 
practicality and feasibility. Characterization of the propellant was also conducted, though 
not to the same level of detail as with the thermitic mixtures. 
A. NAVY JUSTIFICATION 
As already stated, the Navy has ambitious goals for reducing energy consumption 
in the coming years [1]: 
 Energy Efficient Acquisition: Evaluation of energy factors will be
mandatory when awarding contracts for systems and buildings.
 Sail the “Great Green Fleet:” DON [Department of the Navy] will
demonstrate a Green Strike Group in local operations by 2012 and sail it
by 2016.
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 Reduce Non-Tactical Petroleum Use: By 2015, DON will reduce
petroleum use in the commercial fleet by 50%.
 Increase Alternative Energy Ashore: By 2020, DON will produce at least
50% of shore-based energy requirements from alternative sources; 50% of
DON installations will be net-zero.
 Increase Alternative Energy Use DON-Wide: By 2020, 50% of total DON
energy consumption will come from alternative sources. [1]
The Navy is also being called on to be “a leader in the application of alternative 
energy solutions and efficiency across the entire Department of Defense” [2]. In light of 
these goals, the Navy Energy Coordination Office (N45E) has implemented the following 
requirements on alternative fuels [3]: 
 Drop-in compatibility with existing platforms, equipment, and
infrastructure
 Price competitive with fossil fuel
 GHG [Greenhouse Gas] compliant with EISA [Energy Independence and
Security Act] 2007 Sec. 52
 Sustainable with minimum impact on feedstock inputs such as land, water,
and fertilizer
These requirements and needs provided additional motivation for this research, as 
the possibility of improving combustion through GO or graphene additives might 
increase energy efficiency by raising the energy output of exothermic reactions. The extra 
oxygen contained in the graphitic oxide structure was also believed to have the potential 
to simultaneously aid a more complete combustion, lowering certain gaseous emissions. 
B. GO 
GO (Figure 1A) is a brown, hydrophilic, carbonaceous powder created by 
chemically oxidizing graphite flakes. The powder is initially light brown; however, it 
turns to dark brown (almost black) over time if it absorbs moisture or when treated at 
moderate temperatures. The GO structure is a sheet-like carbon hexagonal arrangement 
with attached epoxy, hydroxyl, and carboxyl oxygen groups as symbolized in Figure 2.  
Due to cost effectiveness and convenience, the primary function of GO up to this 
point has been as a building block to create graphene [4]; however, the material has also 
been used in building materials, coating materials, and polymers as a conductive filler 
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[5]. For this research, GO was the first material to be tested as combustion enhancing 
additive. It was believed that the makeup of GO, approximately 50% carbon and 50% 
oxygen, would enhance combustion through the release of oxygen from its structure, a 
process that occurs at moderate temperatures during heating, and results in the formation 
of graphene. It was believed this could be achieved in a manner similar to how Sabourin 
et al. noted colloidal functional graphene sheets (FGS) improved combustion of 
nitromethane by increasing burn rates and lowering ignition temperatures [6]. This may 
also be possible in the manner Kim et al. also noted that GO with impurities was a 
potential fire-hazard due to rapid reduction-combustion reactions [7]. 
 





Figure 2.  Process by which graphite is oxidized into GO, and then exfoliated into 
graphene. 
C. GRAPHENE 
Graphene, shown in Figure 1B is a very light, black, carbonaceous substance 
created primarily by reduction of GO through rapid heating. It has been extensively 
researched due to its unique combination of electrical, electrochemical, mechanical, and 
optical properties [8], which give it a very broad application potential, spanning from 
supercapacitors, batteries, solar cells, terahertz absorbers and catalysts to structural 
composites[9]–[14]. 
As discussed above, FGS, a sort of cross between GO and graphene, have been 
shown to increase combustion reactions in colloidal mixtures. This was theoretically 
through improved heat transfer via thermal conductivity and radiation [6]. If the 
improved combustion achieved in FGS was in part due to heat transfer, as suggested by 
the authors, than these same improvements could show even greater improvement in 
graphene. In testing, graphene sheets displayed thermal conductivity up to 10,000 
Watt/(meter-Kelvin), a value almost 50 percent greater than the second highest [15]. For 
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the case of this thesis, it was hypothesized that this high thermal conductivity, in 
conjunction with the aforementioned high surface area geometry would make graphene a 
great prospect for improving exothermic reactions. 
D. THERMITE 
The thermite reaction has been known and researched under its moniker for over 
100 years. According to Wang, Munir, and Maximov in Thermite Reactions: Their 
Utilization in the Synthesis and Processing of Materials, a thermite reaction, “can be 
defined as an exothermic reaction which involves a metal reacting with a metallic or a 
non-metallic oxide to form a more stable oxide and the corresponding metal or non-metal 
of the reactant oxide” [16]. In simpler terms, it is the exothermic swapping of oxygen 
from one material to another. The amount of exothermic energy available in thermitic 
reactions is often quite large, as evidenced by their potentially high adiabatic combustion 
temperatures (Tad) a list of which is presented in Table 1, which includes the exact value 
for the thermitic reaction studied in this thesis.  
In the case of this experimentation metals were chosen, specifically aluminum and 
iron oxide, which in the reaction 2Al + Fe2O3 2Fe + Al2O3 can reach temperatures 
greater than 3000°C [16]. These were chosen based on cost, availability, and 
commonality. As the purpose of this study was to determine if GO and/or graphene could 
improve exothermic reactions, utilizing the inherent energetics in common powdered 
metals seems intuitive. There were other advantages in the metals chosen as well, 
including the relatively high Tad for common structural metals (Table 1), low (and linear 
with temperature) energy of formation of Al2O3 (Figure 3), and stability of all the 
materials involved when they are not utilized in a thermitic reaction. In order to better 
understand the individual reactions that occurred during heating, studies were conducted 
with and without the Fe2O3. This allowed discovery of the various mechanisms that 
occurred during the heating of the thermitic mixtures, as the aluminum would prove to 
oxidize differently depending on the atmosphere and additives. It was also hypothesized 
that the GO and/or graphene might replace or enhance the oxygen loss the Fe2O3 
experiences during heating. 
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The combination of the Al/Fe2O3 thermite and graphene or GO offered another 
possible combustive improvement due to the formation of carbides. In Mechanochemical 
Activation of Aluminum: 5. Formation of Aluminum Carbide upon Heating of Activated 
Mixtures, the authors describe the exothermic aluminum carbide formation from heating 
of aluminum in the presence of amorphous graphite [17] The materials in this article are 
not exactly the same as those studied in this thesis; however, it was hypothesized that 
carbides may form during the testing, and possibly in an exothermic, combustion 
enhancing manner. 
Table 1.   Adiabatic combustion temperatures and melting points of the 




Figure 3.  (A)Free energy of formation for oxides and (B) free energy of thermite 
reactions with aluminum as the reducing agent, from [16] 
E. PROPELLANT 
As a second test of the practicality of utilizing graphene and GO as combustion 
enhancers, it was decided to use the powders in a mixture with a military application. In 
order to achieve proof of concept, the additives were combined with a mixture of similar 
phase materials (i.e., powders) rather than trying to mix them with liquid or gaseous 
fuels.  
A solid propellant mix was created using a combination of ammonium perchlorate 
(AP), hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB), plasticizer, and curing agent. These 
are standard materials in modern propellants, with AP being the most commonly used 
solid oxidizer [18], and HTPB being the most common polymeric binder [19] In addition 
to these, carbon black (CB) is a common additive used to control propellant burn rate by 
preventing subsurface propellant heating as well as provide some amount of catalyst 
benefit. In the tests performed during the conduct of this thesis, separate tests were run to 
determine if GO could replace the carbon black, allowing a faster but still non-
progressive burn.  
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Aside from the opacity, lowering the propellant-air equivalence ratio () has been 
shown to lower the maximum mole fraction of CO, while simultaneously raising the mole 
fraction of the less harmful CO2 [20]. Replacing CB with GO would have this effect due 
to the oxygen in its structure, as it contributes to 70% of its mass to the air side of the 
equation.  
Another considered advantage of GO over CB considered was the possibility use 
in the gas generator of a solid fuel ramjet where air flows over a fuel-rich propellant 
grain. With increased reactivity, less surface area would be required for air contact to 
maintain combustion and pressure, complex fuel cutouts (see Figure 4) may be 
unnecessary, and would allow for a more complete fuel load-out. This would contribute 
to fuel efficiency, thereby allowing the designer to either use smaller projectiles, or 
achieve longer flight distances. 
It was therefore theorized that replacing CB with GO could have a four-fold 
impact on the combustion of the propellant grain: 
 GO could contribute to the opacity that prevents subsurface heating, 
allowing a faster but still non-progressive burn; 
 GO could contribute oxygen that might enhance the burn rate by lowering 
the ; 
 GO could lower the maximum mole fraction of CO raising that of the less 
harmful CO2;  
 and by adding oxygen throughout the fuel matrix, GO might allow a more 
complete fuel loading. 
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Figure 4.  Solid Rocket Propellant Common Core Shapes, from [21] 
F. SUMMARIZED HYPOTHESES 
The possible advantages of employing GO and/or graphene as fuel additives are 
numerous, and resulted in several hypotheses which were considered during the course of 
this research and are summarized here: 
 the makeup of GO, approximately 50% carbon and 50% oxygen, might 
enhance aluminum oxidation/thermite reactions through the release of 
oxygen from its structure 
 graphene, composed solely of high surface area carbon sheets, will 
produce volatile species during burn off that might result in enhanced 
oxidative processes 
 GO could contribute to the opacity that prevents subsurface heating, 
contribute oxygen that might both enhance the burn rate (by lowering the 
propellant-air equivalence ratio) and lower the maximum mole fraction of 
CO (while raising that of the less harmful CO2), thereby allowing a more 
complete propellant loading 
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G. THESIS OUTLINE 
As the methods and analysis are significantly different, the thermitic mixtures and 
propellant analysis were separated. As such, Chapter II and Chapter III are concerned 
with thermitic mixtures, while Chapter IV and Chapter V are concerned with propellant. 
This body of research was conducted in order to test the hypotheses presented in 
section F. In order to do this, a series of experiments and characterization protocols tests 
were conducted on various thermitic solid precursor mixtures before, during, and after 
heating. The experimental methods, Chapter II, describe the processes used to produce 
and mix the precursors as well as the methods and equipment utilized to perform the 
analyses on the thermitic mixtures. 
The results and discussion, Chapter III follows the experimental methods. It 
describes and contrasts first, the results analysis for the unheated precursors, followed by 
the results for precursors heated in an argon environment, and finally by the results for 
precursors heated in an oxygen containing atmosphere. 
As with the thermitic mixtures, the propellant experimental methods will be 
covered before presenting the results. This Chapter, IV, presents the methods utilized to 
mix three different fuel mixtures, and the testing methods and equipment used in order to 
characterize them. The propellant results, Chapter V, follow the experimental methods, 
explaining the results of the characterization performed for each of the samples. 
The conclusion, Chapter VI, provides a summary of the work, findings and 
milestones achieved. It also presents the outcome of testing the hypotheses. The final 
section makes recommendations for future research. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS EMPLOYED TO STUDY 
OXIDATION REACTIONS 
The following paragraphs describe the experimental methods used to create 
various mixtures of graphitic oxide or graphene with aluminum or with thermite 
(Al+Fe2O3 mixture). The former components, GO and graphene, were used as additives 
and the latter, Al and Al+Fe2O3, used to promote aluminum oxidation, as examples of 
energetic mixtures. This Chapter also contains the details of how samples were thermally 
treated and the techniques employed to characterize all substances. The main results 
obtained from this work are presented and discussed in Chapter III. 
Consistent with the objective of the thesis, diverse thermite/additive formulations 
were subject to thermal treatments to determine the effects of the additives in the process. 
To serve as a baseline, the precursors were characterized, and then all formulations were 
processed at high temperatures, followed by the complete characterization of solid 
byproducts. Samples were studied in inert and oxygen containing atmospheres. A 
significant part of the study and data analysis is based on the thermal treatment itself, 
because instead of using conventional heating methods, an in-situ 
thermogravimetric/differential scanning calorimeter/mass spectrometry integrated 
technique by which samples were heated while their mass was being recorded, heat flow 
in the samples analyzed, and volatile species that outgassed identified was used. 
A. GENERATION OF PRECURSORS AND THEIR MIXTURES 
The following paragraphs describe the processes utilized to create the various 
precursors utilized to test the hypotheses stated in section I.F. GO is the first additive 
described, as it is used to create the second additive, graphene. The methods used to 
create the thermitic mixtures then follow. In each section the chemicals used to create the 




GO was created from graphite flakes using a method similar to the one described 
by Marcano et al. in Improved Synthesis of Graphene Oxide [22]. The procedure 
consisted of mixing 90 milliliters (mL) of concentrated H2SO4 (Sigma-Aldrich 95–98 
percent, 258105, Lot# SHBC3280V, Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) 7664-93-9) with 
0.75 grams (g) of graphite powder (Sigma-Aldrich 282863-25G, <20 micron) and then 
adding 10 mL of concentrated H3PO4 (Sigma-Aldrich 43081, Lot# MKBN5225V, 
American Chemical Society Reagent >85 wt percent in H2O, CAS 7664-38-2), followed 
by sonication. 4.5g of KMnO4 (J. T. Baker 3227-01 Lot G45641 CAS 7722-64-7) was 
then added to the above reactants and the solution was stirred for 5.5 hours. 150 mL of 
deionized water ice cubes were then added, followed by 1.9 mL of H2O2. This mixture 
was stirred and then allowed to settle for greater than 12 hours. The supernatant was then 
removed, and the moist precipitate stirred and centrifuged at 2000 RPM for five minutes. 
Excess fluid was again removed. Deionized water was added to the solid product in order 
to wash any remaining acid, the mixture was then shaken until the GO dispersed and 
centrifuged for five minutes at 2000 RPM. This was followed by repeatedly adding 
concentrated HCl, to remove any possible manganese oxide byproducts from the KMnO4 
and centrifuging the mix at 2000 RPM for five minutes until the solution was clear in 
color and translucency. The process was then repeated a final time using ethanol to aid 
the drying process. The resulting slurry was then placed in a desiccator under vacuum 
until dry. 
2. Graphene 
Graphene was created by placing GO in a sintered alumina crucible, inserting the 
crucible into a quartz tube with lids, displacing the air atmosphere with a stream of 
nitrogen at 100 standard cubic centimeters per minute (SCCM) for two hours to remove 
any traces of oxygen, then reducing the flow of nitrogen to 15 SCCM. The entire 
apparatus was then placed in a 1000°C furnace for 10 minutes to promote the thermal 
expansion and reduction of GO to render reduced graphene, which had a mass 
approximately 1/3 that of the original GO. 
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3. GO or Graphene / Thermite 
All mixtures of aluminum, iron oxide and graphitic oxide were created using 
equal contributions of each by mass (1:1:1 ratios) at room temperature. The source of 
aluminum was 99 percent, spherical aluminum powder produced by Sigma-Aldrich 
(266515-250G) with an average diameter of 20 microns (according to product 
specifications from the vendor); and iron oxide was Fe2O3 nanopowder produced by 
Sigma-Aldrich (544884-5G) with an average size less than 50 nanometers (also 
according to product specifications from the vendor). 
For the aluminum, iron oxide and graphene mixtures the same aluminum and iron 
oxide sources were used. However, with graphene, the mass ratios utilized were 4:1 
(aluminum:graphene) or 4:4:1 (aluminum:iron oxide:graphene) as the graphene samples 
were very light but occupy large volumes. 
Table 2 shows the mixtures created from the precursors listed above and the mass 












Graphitic Oxide GO N/A 
Graphene Graphene N/A 
Aluminum Al N/A 
Aluminum and Iron Oxide Thermite 1:1 
Aluminum and GO AlGO 1:1 
Aluminum and Graphene AlGraph 4:1 
Aluminum, Iron Oxide, and 
Graphene 
ThermGraph 4:4:1 
Aluminum, Iron Oxide, and 
Graphitic Oxide 
ThermGO 4:4:1 
Iron Oxide and GO IronOxGO 1:1 
Iron Oxide IronOx 1:1 
B. CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES 
The following paragraphs detail the characterization techniques used on the 
samples. Samples that were heat treated had data recorded in-situ in the simultaneous 
thermal analyzer (STA), which combines thermogravimetry with differential scanning 
calorimetry (TGA/DSC) and mass spectral analysis (MS), while both treated and 
untreated samples alike were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy-energy 
dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques. 
1. Heat Treatment in TGA/DSC, with MS 
Heat treatment and thermal analysis of the precursor mixtures was accomplished 
utilizing simultaneous differential scanning calorimeter/thermogravimetric analyzer 
(DSC/TGA) equipment (Netzsch STA 449 Jupiter), (see Figure 5). Mass spectrometry 
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(MS) data was collected from the evolved gases during the heating process using a 
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) 403C Aeolos connected by a capillary tube to the 
simultaneous thermal analyzer (STA) exhaust. Each of the samples listed in Table 2 were 
loaded into alumina crucibles and placed onto the sample holder in the STA. The cover 
containing the heating elements of the furnace was lowered into position. The chamber 
and sample were evacuated to a level of vacuum marked by the instrument as 97–98 
percent (10
-4
 millibar) three separate times, with the chamber filled with argon gas in-
between each vacuum stage. Upon completion, gas flows through the STA were 
established as detailed in Table 3.  The microbalance was then tared to ensure accurate 
and zeroed measurement, and the DSC/TGA and MS analysis commenced. The heating 
rate used for all samples was a 10 Kelvin/minute (min) temperature increase from room 
temperature (RT) to 1050°C. 
 
Figure 5.  Diagram of Netzsch STA 449 Jupiter, from [23] 
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Table 3.   DSC/TGA Gas Flow Rate Program 







































During heating in the DSC, the majority of the exhaust gases were expelled into a 
fume hood. However, a small portion was extracted by a vacuum pump inside the QMS, 
which then was analyzed from 1 to 70 mass/charge (m/z), with mass in atomic mass units 
(amu). Previous experiments demonstrated that no masses larger than 70 were produced 
in the volatile gases. The samples were drawn into the QMS for analysis continuously 
during each DSC experiment. In order to analyze the results, the largest m/z signals 
contributed by argon (m/z 20 and m/z 40), were subtracted from all samples, and the 
largest m/z signal from oxygen (m/z 32) was also subtracted from the samples heated in 
an oxygen containing environment. The remaining byproduct signals were plotted using 
MATLAB R2012b [24]. 
After completion of the thermal analysis, the solid particle byproducts were 
collected for further evaluation via scanning electron microscope and energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) to study their microstructure and composition and by XRD to 
identify their crystalline components.  
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2. SEM-EDS 
The SEM uses a focused electron beam that interacts with the samples to produce 
mostly topographical images when utilizing a secondary-electron lens, and diverse tones 
of grey, related to atomic weight of components, when using a backscatter (BSE) lens. In 
this study, the images used were collected from secondary (SE) and backscatter electron 
(BSE) interactions. It was necessary to use a variety of voltages to study the samples, 
since some of them had more of a tendency to charge than others. The interaction of the 
beam with the samples also produced x-rays, which were collected and used to determine 
elemental components of several of the samples by EDS. The samples were mounted on 
individual stubs utilizing double-sided carbon tape. The powders were spread on a clean 
microscope glass slide and lightly pressed onto the stub until a layer of powder was stuck 
to the carbon. Compressed air was blown over the stub to remove excess powder, and the 
stubs were stored under vacuum for 24 hours prior insertion into the SEM chamber. 
SEM images were collected using a Zeiss Neon 40 Scanning Electron Microscope 
with a Schottky type field emission system. As previously explained, a variety of 
accelerating voltages were used for all secondary and backscatter electron imaging. EDS 
measurements were carried out using EDAX Pegasus system having an Apollo 10 Silicon 
Drift Detector. Data was collected and analyzed using Genesis Spectrum software [25]. 
The SEM was first vented by allowing nitrogen gas to fill the chamber. Once vented the 
four stubs, mounted on a circular holder, were inserted into the SEM chamber and the 
chamber was pumped down to a vacuum of approximately 10
-6
 torr to stabilize the 
electron beam. The samples were observed at a working distance of approximately five 
millimeters. Images were captured at various magnifications to allow for comparisons 
between the samples, and to investigate the phase distribution and structure of the 
samples. To capture the EDS information, the accelerating voltage was increased to 20 
kilovolts (kV), the 60 micron aperture was used, and the EDAX Apollo 10 detector and 
Genesis software was used. Evaluation of composition was gained two ways using EDS. 
First, x-ray mapping was used for overall element distribution. Second, spectrum analysis 
was conducted on small areas to identify elements associated with the different shapes 
and sizes in the samples. 
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3. XRD  
A Philips PW 1830 x-ray diffractometer, at 30 kV and 35 milliamps, utilizing 
Copper Kα radiation (wavelength λ= 0.15418 nanometer), was used in a θ - 2θ geometry. 
PANalytical X’Pert Highscore software [26] was used to analyze the crystal structure of 
the samples. Most samples were evaluated from 5° to 70° (2θ) at 0.6° (2θ)/min, with a 
few studied from 10° to 90°. In both cases the output results were compared with an 
electronic database of peaks to determine the crystalline phases present (JCPDS files). 
The samples prepared for XRD analysis consisted of fine powders that were 
mounted on a silicon zero diffraction plate with a p-type, β-doped crystal. The powders 
used in powder XRD analysis are required to be extremely fine to achieve a good signal 




III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF OXIDATION REACTIONS 
The following paragraphs present and discuss the results of the experimental 
methodologies given in Chapter II for GO or graphene / thermite mixtures. The results 
will be separated into three groups. First, the unheated precursors, followed by samples 
heat treated in an argon atmosphere, and finally the samples heated in an oxygen 
containing environment. The analysis is further broken down within each section by 
characterization method. As such, the TGA/DSC-MS that was collected during the 
heating process will be presented first in the applicable (heat treated) sections. The SEM 
and XRD data, collected separately from the simultaneous analysis, are analyzed as the 
final two subsections. Their data corresponds to either the solid precursors used for 
thermal treatment or the byproducts generated during the thermal processes.  
1. Unheated Precursors 
From visual inspection, the generation of graphite oxide (GO) described in section 
II.A.1 renders a brown solid product prone to absorb moisture if exposed to atmospheric 
conditions. Stored in a desiccator the uncrushed GO retains its physical characteristics. 
Once ground, the powder tends to be more reactive and absorb moisture, which causes 
the substance to show darker color (dark brown). The oxidation reaction that turns 
graphite into GO yields approximately 1.4g of GO from 0.75g of graphite powder.  
Once thermally treated at high temperatures the GO transforms in a black powder, 
graphene, that occupies a much larger volume than the GO but weights much less, having 
the tendency to become airborne. About 70% of the original weight gets lost during the 
thermal exfoliation step. The graphene powder also seems to be easily charged, as 
evidenced by the electrostatic-like attraction it has to the walls of the container, but still 
being easily removed. 
The remaining constituents used in testing were metals or metal oxide, 
specifically iron oxide nanoparticles and aluminum. It is worth noting that the aluminum 
particles contained in the samples had a significantly larger size when compared to the 
particulates of the other components. Undoubtedly, the reactivity of the samples was 
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affected by this fact and any attempt to reproduce the results should take the particle size 
distribution into account to explain and understand the outcome of the experiments. 
In this section, SEM images and XRD plots are given that characterize the 
precursor materials before undergoing any heat treatment. These will form the baseline to 
for changes in crystalline structure and appearance for subsequent sections. 
a. SEM 
SEM images for the unheated precursors provide valuable insight into the 
structure and relative volumes of the mixed materials. 
(1) GO 
The graphitic oxide microstructure (Figure 6) is characterized by the presence of 
sheets that are tens of microns in length. The sheets are disordered and have diverse 
orientations, as shown previously in Figure 2. The effects of heating GO vary with the 
atmosphere in which the heating is conducted; however, in all cases, the nature of GO is 
modified drastically by the application of temperature to the point that it can no longer be 
considered GO. When heated in an oxygen containing atmosphere the entire sample gets 
burned off, transforming into CO2. In an argon atmosphere, given its inert nature, only 
volatile components (water and oxygen groups) are lost creating a solid reduced and 
exfoliated byproduct known as graphene. For these reasons, the only image of GO is in 
the unheated state. 
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Figure 6.  SEM image of unheated GO 
(2) Graphene 
Upon heating the GO in an argon atmosphere, the oxygen groups are released in a 
rapid process that creates a local shock that promotes the sheets exfoliation and reduction, 
generating the low-density, light, high surface area carbonaceous material known as 
graphene. The image in Figure 7 shows the powdery substance as a two-dimensional 
structure composed of aggregated sheets, each of micrometers in length. The product 
shows a larger set of open spaces and voids than GO and can be described as wispy. The 
thickness of each individual sheet will be difficult to be determined by this technique but 
it is believed to be at the atomic scale [4], [27], [28]. Figure 7B displays the exfoliated, 
high surface area tissue-paper-like quality of this substance at a higher magnification. 
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Figure 7.  SEM images of unheated graphene (A) at low magnification, (B) at 
high magnification, displaying layers, and (C) at medium 
magnification, showing the spaciousness of the powder created by its 
complex shape 
(3) Aluminum 
Aluminum particulate microstructure is shown to be consistently spherical in 
shape with smooth surfaces. Measurements were conducted in a randomly selected 
section of the sample using ImageJ [29]. This analysis showed a minimum particle size of 
74 nanometer (nm), a maximum size of 1440 nm, and an average of 430 nm. 
An important feature to note is that only one particle (from the hundreds 
observed) presents a broken shell, as shown in bottom right image of Figure 8, denoted 
by a circle. An increase in the number of these burst shells will be correlated to oxide 
passivation layers and microstructure changes in subsequent discussions. 
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Figure 8.  SEM images of unheated aluminum (A) at low magnification, (B) at 
medium magnification, and (C) at high magnification 
(4) AlGraph 
The unheated AlGraph (aluminum metal particles mixed with graphene, shown in 
Figure 9) shows the significantly larger size of the aluminum particles compared with all 
the other particles in the mixture. When viewed close up, a scale-like surface on the 
aluminum becomes evident. It is also possible to deduce the significant density difference 
between the two particle types, as the volume of graphene is clearly greater, yet the ratio 
of aluminum to graphene is 4:1 by mass. 
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Figure 9.  SEM images of unheated AlGraph (A) at low magnification displaying 
the relative volume of the constituents, (B) at higher magnification 
displaying the size difference between the particles, (C) showing the 
scale-like surface of the aluminum particles, and (D) displaying the 
scales at high magnification  
(5) Thermite 
The SEM images of unheated thermite (aluminum and iron oxide mixtures) 
shown in Figure 10 displays the vast size difference and therefore particle quantity 
between the iron oxide and aluminum. The Fe2O3 presents an average size of less than 50 
nm and appears like a powder-coating on the aluminum particles. 
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Figure 10.  SEM images of unheated thermite (A) via SE, displaying orientation 
and (B) via BSE, showing that the Fe2O3 as a powder coating  
(6) ThermGO 
ThermGO, referring to the mixture of aluminum, iron oxide and GO, is presented 
in Figure 11.  The micrograph on the left side (A) shows a larger magnification and 
utilizes a SE, while image (B) on the right is lower magnification and uses BSE. In image 
(B), the “powder coating” of Fe2O3 and flat plate-like structure of the GO are evident. 
When the magnification is increased, the structure of the Fe2O3 becomes more evident, as 
shown in the image on the left. Image A also reinforces the size and structural difference 
between the Fe2O3 and aluminum, which appear as large spheres. 
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Figure 11.  SEM images of ThermGO (A) using SE at lower magnification which 
displays the structure of the Fe2O3, and (B) using BSE which displays 
the GO plate-like structure as well as the powder-coating of the Fe2O3 
(7) ThermGraph 
The ThermGraph images shown in Figure 12 have several interesting features. 
Starting with the Figure 12A, the low magnification allows the viewer to see the general 
topography of the unheated mixture. A few large aluminum particles are seen extruding 
from the surface, but they are few and far between. The majority of the surface is covered 
in a dark, powdery substance. Going to the higher magnification in image B, it is possible 
to tell that the main contributor to the surface is in fact the graphene, and not the iron 
oxide. This gives valuable information with regard to the extremely low density the 
graphene presents, as it contributes more significantly volume than any other material, 
but at only one third of the mass. Image C shows the powder coating effect seen on other 
mixtures on the surface of the graphene sheets. It also shows that the high surface area 
was not lost during mixing, as the tissue-paper like quality is retained. A higher 
magnification view of the same thing is shown in image D. This image shows that 
graphene seems to support the material it is being mixed with, and cause it to be caught in 
groups in the folds.  There is also what appears to be several small aluminum spheres 
caught in a fold, with iron oxide particles around much of the surface. This implies some 
sort of attraction between the iron oxide particles and the aluminum particles when mixed 
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in the graphene. Further research would be necessary, however, to determine if this is 
actually the case. 
 
Figure 12.  SEM images of ThermGraph showing (A) low magnification view with 
various aluminum particles protruding, (B) relative size of graphene to 
large aluminum sphere, (C) powder coating effect of Fe2O3 on the 
graphene, and (D) grouping of iron oxide particles within graphene 
sheets 
b. XRD 
XRD analysis of unheated precursors allowed determination of the crystalline 
structure of the given mixtures before processing. It also allowed comparisons with the 
heated mixtures to see if the reactants changed composition or phase. 
(1) GO and Graphene 
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The analysis of XRD data (Figure 13) for graphene and GO are not published in 
the JCPDS files database (2013) used during the course of this research. The analyzed 
peaks are however consistent with those found in literature [30]. The graphene pattern is 
characterized by a large graphitic peak centered close to 26° (2) and much smaller 
intensity peaks at 43°-45° (2) and 53°-55° (2). In the GO pattern the highest intensity 
peak is located close to 10°, but its particular position depends on how much the sample 
has been oxidized since it corresponds to the distance in between the graphite sheets and 
can also be observed at lower angles [4] For GO, the peak close to 26° (2) disappears. 
The GO and graphene products show less intense reflections than the other components 
in the precursor mixtures. Less intense peaks are usually associated with a lower level of 
crystalline components, while wider peaks are normally related to small particulate sizes, 
in particular when compared to the sharp and intense peaks of metals. 
 
              (A)                               (B) 
Figure 13.  XRD plots of unheated GO (A) and unheated graphene (B) 
(2) Aluminum, AlGO, and AlGraph 
The diffraction plots of aluminum and its mixtures with graphene and GO are 
presented in Figure 14. The unheated aluminum, AlGO, and AlGraph have a prominent 
display of the three aluminum peaks at 38° (2), 45° (2), and 65° (2). The primary 


















































































characteristics on B and C respectively, with the associated peaks correlating with the 
100% reflections for each material, as shown previously in Figure 13.  
 
Figure 14.  XRD plots of unheated aluminum (A), unheated AlGO (B), and 
unheated AlGraph (C) 
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(3) Thermite, ThermGO, and ThermGraph 
Similar to the unheated aluminum, the same peaks are seen repeatedly in the 
unheated thermite mixtures as shown in Figure 15. In this case, the three aluminum peaks 
are present on all three plots, and the 100 percent GO and graphene peaks are evident in 
plots B and C respectively. The new feature is the presence of the Fe2O3 peaks, six per 
plot, which appear in each of the three mixtures.  
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Figure 15.  XRD plots of (A) unheated thermite, (B) unheated ThermGO, and (C) 
unheated ThermGraph 
(4) IronOxGO 
As would be expected, Figure 16 shows that the IronOxGO mixture contains the 
six peaks corresponding to Fe2O3, as well as the 100% peak for GO. 
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Figure 16.  XRD plots of unheated IronOxGO 
All the above description corresponds, as mentioned earlier, only to the precursors 
employed and before the thermal treatment process. 
2. Samples Heated in Argon 
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the TGA/DSC/MS data presented 
below was collected during the heating processes, for this particular section using argon 
atmosphere, while the SEM and XRD results correspond to the solid precursors or the 
byproducts generated during such thermal processes. 
a. DSC/TGA  
The DSC data and TGA data will be discussed first for the precursors and GO, 
and second for the precursors and graphene. In general, the results will be described and 
interpreted starting with the low temperature features followed by the high temperature 
observations. Energy changes in the DSC plots will be correlated to mass changes shown 
on the TGA plots. It is important to note that apparent changes in energy cannot be 
analyzed across the entire temperature spectrum, as this is a result of thermal 
transparency that affects alumina crucibles at high temperatures. Instead, individual peaks 









































































































































































Also, for consistency of comparison there are graphs that are the same in the plots 
involving GO and those involving graphene. Specifically, the mixtures without additives 
(aluminum, iron oxide, and thermite) are exactly the same in Figure 17 and Figure 18.  
(1) Individual Precursors and Thermite Components/GO Mixtures 
Observing the DSC data in Figure 17A, the first noticeable feature in all curves 
containing GO is an exothermic peak located close to 200°C. This peak is attributed to 
the first loss of a significant part of the oxygen groups contained in GO. Note that the 
thermite mixture by itself (Al+Fe2O3, in red), Fe2O3 (orange) and the aluminum with no 
GO (green), do not present this peak. 
Moving to higher temperatures, there are only two remaining significant features 
in the DSC analysis worthy of attention. First, at around 650°C, the samples containing 
aluminum exhibit an endothermic reaction believed to be due to the material melting. 
Second, at around 1000°C, there is an endothermic reaction that is associated only with 
the IronOxGO, and could be correlated to a weight loss event in Figure 17B, supporting 
the idea that the iron oxide suffered a reduction or further reacts with the GO 
decomposition products. 
Moving then to Figure 17B, the TGA profile for all the same formulations can be 
observed. The samples containing GO suffer an initial weight loss at temperatures below 
100°C correlated to loss of water (remnant of the GO generation process and the fact that 
the samples tend to absorb moisture); however, there is no significant energy change 
associated with this loss. A second major weight loss of about 10 to 30 percent of the 
sample original weight is lost close to 200°C, consistent with the DSC peak mentioned 
above that resulted from the initial reduction of GO oxygen groups. 
Beginning at 650°C and continuing until the end of the experiments, the TGA 
curves show that all the samples containing aluminum (bare Al, AlGO, thermite and 
ThermGO) experience an increase in weight that is similar in slope and length. This 
weight increase seems similar to an incipient aluminum oxidation, however, given that 
the inert atmosphere should prevent a weight gaining event. Regardless, the bare Al and 
thermite (red and green curves) finish with the highest apparent weight.  
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For the ThermGO sample, the bright blue curve in the center of the figure, the 
variations in weight seem to point to competing mechanisms. In one hand the oxygen lost 
by the GO can react with the leftover graphene and burn off a small amount of it, which 
will be reflected as a weight loss; and in the other hand the oxygen groups from both the 
GO and from the iron oxide, start reacting with aluminum, promoting its weight gaining 
oxidative process. 
Finally, at around 925°C a significant weight loss event is witnessed in the green 
IronOxGO sample. This sample is the only one that has this loss, which may be related to 
a rapid reduction event. Prior to this event, the IronOxGO and the GO (black line) are 
roughly parallel for about 600°C. 
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Figure 17.  DSC data (A) and TGA data (B) for precursors and GO heated in argon 
(2) Individual Precursors and Thermite Components/Graphene Mixtures 
The data associated with the mass and energy changes for graphene in an argon 
atmosphere shows the graphene to be significantly less reactive than GO at low and 
moderate temperatures. Starting at the left side of the diagrams as before, the first 
noticeable change in the DSC curves is that the exothermic reaction associated with loss 
of oxygen in GO is no longer seen in the samples containing graphene. Such a result 
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could be expected since the synthesis of graphene consists basically in the GO reduction 
and graphene does not contain large amounts of oxygen to be lost. Supported by previous 
research [31], [32], about 50% of the GO weight corresponds to oxygen, while only 2–
10% of graphene weight could be traced back to oxygen in its structure when prepared 
via GO reduction. In any case, as temperature increases, the next change observed in 
Figure 18A is at the melting temperature of aluminum. On the surface this appears to be 
significant energy difference, being much smaller in size than the same reactions with 
GO as an additive. However, the scales are different, therefore presenting an apparent 
change rather than an actual one. Considering the fact that the aluminum and thermite 
plots utilize exactly the same data, this becomes more obvious.  
As just stated, the aluminum and thermite plots are exactly the same. Therefore 
the previously mentioned weight gain that was seen for aluminum and thermite in Figure 
17 is still present in Figure 18.  In addition to these, the AlGraph (orange line) in Figure 
18 also contains aluminum and experiences the same weight gain, proving this trend to be 
almost universal amongst the aluminum containing samples. The one exception is the 
ThermGraph, which experiences a small but abrupt change in the slope of the 
ThermGraph DSC plot in Figure 18 at about 925°C. This change corresponds to the only 
large weight loss shown in the TGA data, and appears to be a similar mechanism to the 
previously discussed event occurring at the same temperature in Figure 17, where the 




Figure 18.  DSC data (A) and TGA data (B) for base materials and graphene heated 
in argon  
b. MS 
The mass spectral data for both GO and graphene mixtures are shown as 3D plots 
in Figures 19 through 21.  The software employed allows the user to see multiple m/z vs 
temperature simultaneously along with the resulting ion current that results as various 
byproducts are released. This allows correlation of weight loss to evolved gases. When 
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studying the graphs, much of what is seen correspond to background levels, primarily due 
to argon. The actual data for m/z 40 and m/z 20 were removed (correlating to Ar, and 
Ar
+2
); however, there is a bell curve of m/z data that are actually correspondent to Argon. 
Therefore the large m/z values near 20 and 40 are still due to background. 
(1) Thermite 
Figure 19 is essentially a baseline for the thermitic reactions in argon, as the only 
possible evolved gas would be to the reduction of Fe2O3. Recalling the TGA data from 
Figures 17 and 18, it appears as though the temperature at which this happens varies, but 
can be as low as about 925°C. If that is the case, the large weight loss associated with 
IronOxGO and ThermGraph may be explained. As neither of these is represented in 
Figure 19, it seems reasonable that no evolved gas variations are witnessed. 
 
Figure 19.  3D MS plot of thermite heated in argon 
(2) ThermGO 
The ThermGO plots shown in Figure 20 display both the expected release of 
water and oxygen that is correlated to m/z 18 in two peaks at around 100°C and 200°C. 
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Recalling Figure 2, it can be seen that the m/z of 18 is a result of the release of the 
oxygen groups, which are not strictly speaking O2, but rather believed to be related to the 
loss of hydroxyl and epoxide groups. There is also a significant spike that occurs for m/z 
44 (CO2) at about 200°C, which demonstrates that when GO oxygen groups leave the 
structure they take along some of the carbon to which they are bonded, hence the 
carboxyls in Figure 2.  Therefore, oxygen is not lost as O2 but as CO2, partially burning 
off some of the graphene that would otherwise remain after heating. This process is 
believed to render the yields measured (close to 70% of initial GO weight is lost). 
Continuing to higher temperatures on m/z 44, there are two minor spikes at 
around 550°C and 800°C, the first one related to the temperature at which carbon 
components start burning off in oxygen containing atmospheres [33]. Corresponding with 
these CO2 evolution events is m/z 28 (CO), which occurs at both 200°C and 800°C. Due 
to the manner in which the MS functions, it must be noted that some of the CO detected 
by the MS is likely due to the evolution of CO2; however, analysis to determine the 
daughter/parent relationship has not been conducted for the equipment used during this 
experimentation. That being said, it can be stated with certainty that the evolved gases are 
different at different temperatures. Specifically, the ion current at 200°C for CO and CO2 
are very similar, with the CO being slightly greater. At 800°C, however, the CO ion 
current is about four times that of CO2. Recalling Figure 17B, there was a slight weight 
loss associated with the ThermGO at about this same temperature. It is apparent that 
these events are related, and likely due to the fact that graphene still contains trace 
amounts of intercalated oxygen that is removed over a wide temperature range due to a 





Figure 20.  3D MS plot of ThermGO heated in argon 
(3) ThermGraph 
In Figure 21, ThermGraph shows a large initial evolution of m/z 18 (water), 
which is almost immediately reduced to background. Beyond that, the only evolved gases 
are shown at around 950°C, and correspond to CO primarily, with some CO2. What is 
important to note at this point is that if there is oxygen that is released by the iron is not 
completely lost, but instead also combines with the graphene, forming CO gas and CO2. 
The other possible source of oxygen is the aforementioned intercalated oxygen in the 
graphene structure. 
It is interesting to note the differences in the ThermGO and ThermGraph plots at 
high temperature. It would be expected that the two mixtures would behave very 
similarly, particularly at high temperatures in an inert environment. This is because at 
these temperatures, the GO should have become graphene, while the graphene already 
present remains primarily unreacted. Looking at the differences in behavior in the 
DSC/TGA plots, and now the MS plots, it is apparent that there is a difference between 
the two. This is believed to be more a function of mass than anything else. The yield of 
graphene from GO is typically around 33 percent. As the mixture of GO was 1:1 by mass 
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with the other constituents, and 70% of the mass is lost due to oxygen group removal, the 
resulting mixture should be approximately 3:1 for GO, whereas it is 4:1 for graphene. 
The result is approximately an eight percent difference in mass between the two 
additives, which appears to cause significant variance in the results. Another possibility is 
that somehow the mixing process when the additive is GO causes a different physical 
layout of the constituents than when the additive is Graphene, and the heating process 
alone is not sufficient to change it. 
 
Figure 21.  3D MS plot of ThermGraph heated in argon  
c. SEM 
The SEM study of the products generated from the high temperature argon 
experiments described in previous sections revealed the drastic changes suffered by the 
microstructures. Precursors reacted to create new phases that present different 
morphologies than the initial ones, and the high temperature treatment modified the 
nature of the particle’s surface in thermitic mixtures. Directly observing the post-
treatment size, shape and composition changes helped the understanding of the 
mechanisms that occur when using GO and graphene as additives. The results observed 
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for the process conducted using argon atmospheres in this section will be compared with 
the results of similar materials heated in an oxygen containing atmosphere in section 3.c. 
(1) Aluminum 
The image shown in Figure 22B is the least magnified, and as such the discussion 
will begin there. A number of various sized particulates are present, some of which 
appear to have agglomerated, while others appear to have maintained their independence 
from neighboring particles and therefore remained spherical. As opposed to the 
aluminum spheres shown previously in Figure 8, these aluminum shapes appear to have a 
definitive oxide layer, which is likely due to storage conditions being in atmospheric 
conditions, as well as the heat treatment causing the amorphous oxide layer to become 
more organized. There is also a smooth, wavy surface apparent in the upper right hand of 
the figure. Finally, this image presents a number of burst shells, while the images in 
Figure 8 showed only one.  
Looking at the Figure 22C, this oxide layer is even more evident, and two series 
of parallel ridges appear. Similar ridges are shown at higher magnification Figure 22D. 
As in Figure 22C, there are two sets of these parallel ridges, and their relative orientation 
is different between the two images. Figure 22C also presents two holes, with what 
appear to be different failure mechanisms. The bottom hole appears to have been forced 
outward, in a peeling motion, and appears to have failed plastically, while all other easily 
images display jagged edges consistent with brittle failure. 
Moving then to Figure 22A, the aforementioned bursting aluminum shell is a 
primary feature. Image A shows a close up of a burst shell, with evidence of separation 
between the underlying smooth, pure aluminum sphere and outer, rougher shell. The 
jagged edges presented by this outer shell imply that this was a brittle failure, rather than 
a ductile one. Image B also shows a significant increase in the number of burst shells as 
compared with the aluminum in Figure 22B. 
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Figure 22.  SEM images of aluminum heated in argon displaying (A) a burst 
aluminum sphere close-up, (B) a low magnification image displaying 
significant agglomeration, (C) an image displaying oxidation, failure, 
and ridges, and (D) showing multiple ridge sequences 
(2) AlGO 
The AlGO shown in Figure 23 shows a significant increase in the oxidation 
present, and the oxidation layer appears to have long spires extending out across much of 
the surface of the spheres. The agglomeration present in this figure is more extensive than 
that previously presented in Figure 22. There is also a smooth, non-round structure 
visible inside one of the shells, which is believed to be a carbide, as confirmed later by 
EDS analysis. In regard to the burst shells, the number present in this image is much 
smaller, and therefore it corresponds more to the unheated aluminum shown in Figure 8 
than with the aluminum heated in argon shown in Figure 22. The resulting analysis is 
then that the GO has a mechanism whereby in an argon atmosphere it contributes slightly 
to oxidation of the aluminum, and preferentially absorbs heat energy as compared with 
the aluminum shells. 
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Figure 23.  SEM images of AlGO heated in argon (A) at low magnification and (B) 
at higher magnification 
(3) AlGraph 
Graphene does not have a chemical reaction when heated in an argon atmosphere. 
As expected then, the images of graphene heated with aluminum show full graphene 
sheets and large aluminum particles, with the outer surfaces being slightly oxidized 
(similar to that noted above in Figure 22. Figure 24C shows a smooth protrusion with a 
different shape than the typically spherical aluminum, and it is in close contact with a 
piece of graphene. This is believed to be a piece of aluminum carbide, formed when the 
aluminum and graphene were heated together. 
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Figure 24.  SEM images of AlGraph heated in argon with (A) the lowest 
magnification, displaying full graphene sheets and large aluminum 
particles, (B) higher magnification of the image first image, and (C) 
showing a smooth protrusion at the higher magnification 
(4) ThermGraph 
Figure 25 clearly displays the significantly larger particle size of the graphene 
sheets compared with the iron-oxide particles, as well as showing the relatively even 
distribution of iron-oxide particles throughout the graphene sheets. The bottom image 
shows how much larger the aluminum particles are, and as in the unheated mixtures, 
shows the “powder coating” effect the smaller particles have. Looking at these images 
alone, it is very difficult to discern the fact that these materials were heated at all. 
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Figure 25.  SEM images of ThermGraph heated in argon with (A) showing the 
dispersed nature of the Fe2O3 particles in the graphene, (B) showing a 
higher magnification of the same, and (C) showing low magnification 
in which the powder coating effect is still visible 
d. XRD 
XRD analysis of the mixtures heated in argon allowed determination of the 
crystalline structure of the given mixtures after processing. This allows confirmation of 
expectations based on previous characterization data, and ensures completeness of 
analysis. 
(1) Graphene 
As would be expected based on the fact that graphene is stable at high 




analysis, the XRD plot shown in Figure 26 presents the same crystalline signature for the 
material after it was heated in an argon atmosphere as the one observed prior to the 
thermal treatment. 
Figure 26.  XRD plot of graphene heated in argon 
(2) Aluminum, AlGO, and AlGraph 
Figure 27A shows the diffraction peaks of aluminum only, proving that the minor 
surface-oxidation layer is either amorphous and does not have an XRD signature, or that 
the oxidation levels are small and not detected by this technique. XRD analysis represents 
the bulk of a sample and reflections corresponding to thin shells of materials in the 
surface of a metal get lost in the background of the spectra, insufficient to evidence peaks 
attributable to Al2O3.  
Figure 27B confirms several of the factors discussed previously with regard to the 
SEM images in Figure 23.  The presence of aluminum oxide, aluminum carbide, and 
aluminum oxide carbide explain the previously discussed oxide layer, which was thicker 
in the AlGO than the aluminum of Figure 22, as well as the small faceted-surface inside 
the burst aluminum shell. Recalling the energetics events of Figure 17, these differences 
do not appear to have a significant impact on transfer of heat energy in an inert 
environment. This means the results discussed in [17], involving graphite, do not apply to 
the mixture with GO. 
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Figure 27C shows that the graphene has a different effect than the GO during the 
heating process. This has several implications, and important conclusions. In part, that 
means that some of the reactions that occur in GO happen at a lower temperature. This 
conclusion can be reached because the GO has lost the majority of its oxygen groups, and 
is therefore essentially graphene by about 800°C. Above this temperature without other 
constituents, the materials are essentially the same. In the mixtures, however, there is 
significant disparity between the resultant particles. The biggest difference is in the peak 
intensities, which are much higher for the aluminum carbide in GO than they in the 
graphene. The other is the lack of aluminum oxide carbide in the graphene mixture. As 
was pointed out previously, the approximately eight percent difference in additive masses 
may contribute to these differences, or possibly their physical layout. 
The aluminum carbide having a much stronger peak in the GO than graphene 
might be related to the lower mass of carbon involved in the graphene mixture. This 
explanation would imply that mass is more important than volume/surface area in 
creation of the carbides. As before, the carbide formation does not appear to have an 
impact on the transfer of heat energy, and therefore the results of [17] do not apply 
to the mixture with graphene 
The formation of an aluminum oxide in this mixture on its own seems peculiar. 
However, historical data shows that up to 10% of the mass of graphene can be still 
contributed to oxygen [4] that was not exfoliated in the graphene generation process. 
Recalling the TGA data for graphene from Figure 18 reinforces this, as the material loses 
approximately 10 percent of its weight during heating. There is also some buoyancy 
observed in the plot. Regardless, the retained oxygen groups in the graphene explain the 
presence of aluminum oxide in the argon treated sample. The fact that the percentage of 
remaining oxygen is lower than that of GO likely contributes only one carbide forming in 




Figure 27.  XRD plots of aluminum (A), AlGO (B), and AlGraph (C),  
all heated in argon 
(3) Thermite, ThermGO, and ThermGraph 
The results of the analysis become even more convoluted when more constituents 
are mixed.  For the thermite in argon, shown in Figure 28A, there are both expected and 
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unexpected results. A combination mechanism seems to be at play in the interaction 
between the iron oxide and aluminum. Some of the iron-oxide loses its oxygen, and some 
of aluminum is turned into aluminum oxide, both in its alpha and gamma forms. As the 
XRD image for the unheated thermite mixture shown in Figure 15 does not display the 
presence of alumina, the only source of oxygen to cause oxidation is reduction of iron 
oxide. This in combination with the presence of pure iron confirms the fact that some of 
the oxygen was transferred from the iron oxide to the aluminum during heating.  
A new feature shown is the presence of rhombohedral iron oxide. During heating, 
the iron oxide that did not give up its oxygen preferentially to the aluminum (or that got 
reduced and then reoxidized) underwent a phase change to a rhombohedral formation. 
This can be determined as the unheated iron oxide did not show the peaks correlated with 
the rhombohedral crystalline structure. 
Some of the iron oxide that gave up its oxygen is also shown to mix with the 
aluminum in a variety of combinations. As there is no Fe2O3 remaining, a hypothesis is 
then able to be made. It appears as though the first change is for the Fe2O3 to change to 
the rhombohedral form. Some of the rhombohedral iron oxide then gives up its oxygen to 
the aluminum, forming aluminum oxide (alumina, or Al2O3). Some of the resulting iron 
remains in its base metal form (pure iron), and some of it combines with aluminum in 
various alloys. 
The ThermGO shown in Figure 28B has a combination of already discussed 
results. As with the AlGO, aluminum carbide is formed, and the mechanism is likely the 
same. Also as already discussed, the entirety of the Fe2O3 has changed to either the 
rhombohedral form, to pure iron, or combined with the aluminum, and there is an 
alumina and gamma-alumina product that results from oxygen release. The two primary 
observations in this case are the fewer (and different) combinations the aluminum and 
iron, and alumina formed when combining after the iron oxide released oxygen, and the 
fact that the GO does not seem to contribute any more oxygen than the iron oxide did 
without the additive. This is based on the relative peak sizes and the fact that only one 
alumina form is created, in this case the gamma version. 
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The ThermGraph of Figure 28C shows different results. In this case, the Fe2O3 
has not completely transitioned to the rhombohedral form. In addition, there is no 
formation of alumina, and no combinations of iron and alumina witnessed. These all 
further reinforce the postulate of order of transformations discussed above. It is also 
interesting to note that the graphene did not combine to form a carbide with the 
aluminum, where the GO did. This shows that the mechanism for carbide formation 
either is due to the more significant release of oxygen in the GO, that it happens before 
the GO entirely releases its oxygen and forms graphene, or that it somehow has to do 
with the physical setup within the mixtures while they are heated. 
The ThermGraph shown in Figure 28C presents some more interesting results. 
The plot shows the presence of a less reduced state of iron oxide than the mixture 
including GO or the precursor itself. When recalling the plots from Figure 18, however, 
there was a weight loss associated only with the ThermGraph at high temperature, and a 
corresponding exothermic reaction. Looking at the corresponding MS plot in Figure 21, it 
is apparent that this weight loss is primarily m/z 28, CO (with trace amounts of m/z 44, 
CO2). The result then is that in an argon atmosphere, the graphene seems to prevent 
reduction of Fe2O3 until higher temperature, and when it allows the oxidation to occur it 
combines with the released oxygen rather than forming a carbide. This reaction is only 
slightly endothermic, where the same reaction in IronOxGO appears to be highly 




Figure 28.  XRD plots of thermite (A), ThermGO (B), and ThermGraph (C)  
heated in argon 
(4) IronOx, IronOxGO, and IronOxGO 750 
The results for the iron oxide XRD analysis (see Figure 29A) shows the complete 
change of the iron oxide to the rhombohedral form. Based on the same change occurring 
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in the previously discussed thermite mixture, this is expected. The lack of pure iron in the 
figure shows that the aluminum, or some other material (GO) is necessary for the oxygen 
to be released from the iron oxide structure at the temperatures analyzed. Also evidenced 
in this plot is the presence of silica contamination. 
The IronOxGO in Figure 29B displays both expected and unexpected results. 
Unlike the ThermGO, the initial Fe2O3 form is present along with the rhombohedral form.  
Previously it was discussed the order of transformations that appeared to be in place in 
the thermitic mixture. Since there is iron oxide in three different forms, it appears the 
aluminum in thermite in some way facilitated the linearity of changes previously seen. 
There is also an iron carbide signal present that has not been observed in any previous 
data, suggesting that the GO will readily combine to form carbides with a range of metals 
during heat treatments in an inert environment, a process which results in the release of 
carbonaceous gases. 
The IronOxGO heated to only 750°C shows the materials as seen during the 
heating after the oxygen is released from GO, but before the an endothermic energy spike 
that was discussed in section a(1). In this case, it is observed that the oxygen has been 
released from the GO, and it therefore appears as graphene, but there is no change in the 
Fe2O3 crystalline structure. 
Utilizing Figure 29B and recalling Figure 17, it can be deduced that the GO 
combining with iron to form Fe3C is a highly endothermic reaction, and is associated 
with a significant mass loss. Based on the previous discussion, it seems that the GO in the 
represented mixtures and inert atmosphere behaves differently than graphene, even at 
temperatures when the GO should have formed graphene. In the ThermGraph there is no 
carbide formed (Figure 28C), and there is a CO/CO2 release (Figure 21) associated with a 
significant mass loss and a slightly endothermic reaction (Figure 18). This means that the 
presence of aluminum in the thermitic mixture prevents the recombination of oxygen 
with the GO (which again, is expected to be graphene) and instead is used in the 




Figure 29.  XRD plots of IronOx (A) and IronOxGO (B), and IronOxGO 750 (C) 
e. Summary of Results for Samples Heated in Argon 
The following are a list of summarized results determined as a result of the 
heating reactions in argon: 
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 There is approximately an eight percent difference in mass between the 
graphene and GO additives after the GO has exfoliated, which appears to 
cause significant variance in the results. 
 GO appears to have a mechanism whereby in an argon atmosphere it 
contributes slightly to oxidation of aluminum; however, it does not cause 
the shells to burst. 
 GO caused the oxidation of aluminum when heated in an argon 
environment. 
 GO caused formation of carbides on both aluminum and iron when heated 
in an argon environment. 
 The heating in argon allowed the confirmation of the reduction process the 
Fe2O3 undergoes: first transforming into Fe2O3-Rhombohedral, then to 
Fe. 
 Fe2O3 only reduces at the temperatures examined in the presence of other 
materials, and the oxygen released is never seen as pure O2. 
 Burst aluminum shells appear have a negligible energetic impact in argon 
but are believed to make Aluminum surface accessible for oxidation. 
Table 4.   Summarized findings of Fe2O3, ThermGraph, and ThermGO 
reactions at about 950°C when heated in argon 
 Carbide Formed Energetics Mass Loss 
GO+Fe2O3 Fe3C Highly Endothermic Present 
ThermGraph None Slightly Endothermic Present (CO/CO2) 
ThermGO AlC None None 
 
Based on the results above, and considering the goal of the thermitic reaction 
studied is to cause rapid, exothermic oxidation of aluminum oxide, it would appear that 
the GO comes closer to achieving the goal than the graphene in an argon environment. 
3. Samples Heated in an Oxygen Containing Atmosphere 
As has been mentioned already, the TGA/DSC/MS data presented below was 
collected during the heating processes itself (for this particular section using oxygen-
containing atmosphere) while the SEM and XRD results correspond to the solid 
precursors or the byproducts generated during such thermal processes. The percent 
oxygen in the gas flow was similar for these samples as in normal air (20%); however, 
the other 80% of the gas flow was argon. An oxygen containing atmosphere was chosen 
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for multiple reasons, the first of which is that it is the most likely environment for the 
combustion/oxidation events studied to occur in. Secondly, the oxygen would most likely 
have a significant impact on the oxidation of aluminum, and therefore may contribute 
significant changes to the energetics from those witnessed in the inert argon atmosphere. 
Finally, the additives GO and graphene behave differently in an argon containing 
environment than they do in an oxygen containing atmosphere. In the argon atmosphere, 
it was seen that the GO reduces to form graphene when heated, and graphene when 
heated was stable. In an oxygen containing atmosphere, the GO will again form 
graphene, but in this case the carbon in the graphene will combine with the oxygen to 
form CO or CO2. The questions then are whether or not these effects will hold true in 
thermitic mixtures, and will there be changes in the products and/or energetics of the 
heated precursors.  
a. DSC/TGA 
As before, the DSC and TGA data will be discussed first for the precursors and 
GO, and second for the precursors and graphene, generally from low to high 
temperatures. Energy changes in the DSC plots will again be correlated to mass changes 
in the TGA plots. As before, it is important to note that apparent changes in energy 
cannot be analyzed across the entire temperature spectrum, due to transparency of 
alumina crucibles at high temperature. Instead, peaks must be analyzed in order to 
determine the strength and direction of a given reaction. 
(1) Individual Precursors and Thermite Components/GO Mixtures 
The same oxygen release previously seen as an exothermic reaction in an argon 
environment for mixtures containing GO is again shown in the DSC data in Figure 30 at 
around 200°C. Also, as with the same mixtures heated in argon, the melting of aluminum 
occurs around 650°C, and it shows as an endothermic peak. Looking at the GO lines, 
there is also evidence of a broad exothermic reaction that occurs at a slightly higher 
temperature than the aluminum melting temperature or convoluted with it. Based on TGA 
data the peak appears to correspond to the complete burn-off of the carbonaceous 
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component, GO/graphene. The combination of these events is observed in the AlGO and 
ThermGO reaction graphs. 
In the case of the mixtures which include GO as an additive, looking at the TGA 
in Figure 30 plot assists in explaining the data. The first weight loss at around 100°C 
corresponds to water, the process occurring for all mixtures involving GO and very likely 
linked to the ease with which GO can absorb moisture. This is quickly followed by what 
appears as a concurrently timed series of weight loss events spanning from about 200°C 
to about 650°C. These events have similar timing, as well as weight losses that 
correspond with the expected percentages based on the constituents. That is to say the 
greater the percentage of mass that is GO in the precursor, the greater the weight loss 
expected. This is because solid GO becomes volatile CO2 when heated in an oxygen 
containing environment. 
Continuing to higher temperatures, the AlGO has a weight gain consistent with 
oxidation that starts at about 650°C. The aluminum has a similar increase; however, it 
does not become as evident until the much higher temperature of 1000°C. This implies 
that the presence of GO contributes to earlier oxidation of aluminum. However, the effect 
is not seen for the ThermGO or thermite, implying that the iron oxide somehow prevents 
the oxidation. 
Continuing to higher temperatures, the event starting at around 650°C shows the 
same onset for all three samples involving mixtures of GO. In the DSC, the complex peak 
is associated with concurrent melting of Al and carbon component burn-off. In the 
samples with larger amounts of GO the process expands into a larger window of 
temperature.  Also, the combination of offsetting endothermic and exothermic reactions 
appears as a small endothermic peak inside a larger exothermic peak. In fact, the energy 
provided by the GO more than offsets the energy required to melt the aluminum. In TGA, 
AlGO and ThermGO seem to have faster reactions than the GO alone, as both their 
events are complete before the GO has completely transformed into graphene and burned 
off at around 800°C. 
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Figure 30.  DSC data (A) and TGA data (B) for base materials and GO heated in 
air 
(2) Individual Precursors and Thermite Components/Graphene Mixtures 
As shown previously in the graphene mixtures heated in argon (Figure 18), 
graphene is not as prone to absorb water as GO is, probably due to its hydrophobic 
nature, plus does not contain significant amounts of oxygen groups that are lost at low 
temperatures. Due to this, and the lack of oxygen in its structure, there is no significant 
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weight loss or thermal event to be noted for graphene in Figure 31 until approximately 
600–800°C. At this temperature, the same exothermic reaction witnessed in the GO is 
seen. The difference is that the reaction starts at a slightly lower temperature in graphene, 
and expands until 800°C, consistent with the burn off temperature of highly ordered 
carbon structures [33]. Based on the TGA data for the same material, it appears that at 
this temperature the graphene is completely burned off, just as it was in the GO. As with 
the other reactions, the mixtures with aluminum all witness an endothermic reaction due 
to the aluminum melting. The big change from the GO to the graphene is the missing 
combination of the wide endothermic/exothermic reaction. While this reaction is not as 
readily apparent, it is still taking place; however, the scale difference between Figure 30 
and Figure 31 make it difficult to discern. Areas of actual exothermic activity were 
therefore calculated and presented in Table 5. The results show the mixtures with 
graphene actually have a generally more exothermic reaction than those containing GO; 
however, there is some variance depending on the mixture. 
In the TGA plot, graphene shows a slight increase in mass on its own that is likely 
due to buoyancy. All the mixtures involving graphene show the material to burn off at a 
starting temperature usually above 600°C. The thermite-graphene mixture seems to be the 
only one starting earlier. The AlGraph displays a larger percentage of weight loss than 
ThermGraph due to having a larger percentage of graphene (20% for AlGraph, 11.1% for 
ThermGraph) based on the mass ratios reported in the second chapter. At around 1000°C, 
the aluminum and AlGraph show slight increases in weight, due to the aluminum 














Table 5.   Energy release comparison between mixtures including GO and 
graphene Joules/gram (J/g) 
 First Release (J/g) Second Release(J/g) Total peak area (J/g) 
GO 1,607 6,256 7,863 
AlGO 805.6 2,467 3,272.6 
ThermGO 479.1 3,222 3,701.1 
graphene N/A 21,609 21,609 
AlGraph N/A  3,147 3,147 
ThermGraph N/A 4,553 4,553 
 
Considering the differences in energy release were significant, Table 6 was 
constructed to determine the percent change in heat flow between the different 
precursors. The results are quite interesting, showing the graphene to have a significant 
improvement over the GO, despite the GO having two separate heat flow events. It is also 
apparent that the when mixed strictly with aluminum, the GO seems to involve more 
energy than the graphene. With the addition of iron oxide, however, the heat flow is again 
larger for the mixture involving graphene. It is also apparent, based on the disparity in 
results, that further analysis is necessary in order to confirm the reproducibility of results. 
Table 6.   Percent change in heat flow for GO vs graphene containing 
mixtures 
 Heat Flow Change (%) 
GO to graphene 174.28 
AlGO to AlGraph -3.84 
ThermGO to ThermGraph 23.02 
 
b. MS 
3D MS plots similar to those shown previously for heat treatment in argon are 
displayed here in Figures 32 through 34. Evolved gases for both GO and graphene 
mixtures are again shown, with multiple m/z vs temperature and ion current as various 
byproducts are released. The mass spectral evidence is necessary to show the evolved 
gases that are a result of the heating events shown above in Figures 30 and 31. Similar to 
the MS plots resulting from heating in argon, the m/z’s corresponding to argon have been 
removed to allow the viewer to more readily see small changes. In this case m/z 32 (O2) 
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was also removed, as it has already been shown that the major losses in these heating 
events are CO and CO2, and the m/z 32 signal is so large it causes other signals to be 
missed (as O2 contributed 20% of the volume of gas entering the chamber). The same 
three samples analyzed via MS are analyzed again here (thermite, ThermGO, 
ThermGraph. 
(1) Thermite 
Similar to what was discussed for the thermite reactions heated in argon, Figure 
32 is essentially a baseline for the thermitic reactions in an oxygen containing 
atmosphere. As before, the only possible evolved gas would be due to the reduction of 
Fe2O3, and this would not be seen as the amount of gas released would be negligible 
compared with the 20 percent environmental oxygen. As such, there is no significant 
evolved gas to discuss, and the very small ion currents that result are considered 
background. In the case of Figure 32, the baseline signals shown are a result of the argon 
and oxygen bell curves, similar to what was previously explained for the MS signals for 
thermite heated in argon. 
 
Figure 32.  3D MS plot of thermite heated in oxygen containing atmosphere 
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(2) ThermGO 
The ThermGO in an oxygen containing atmosphere plot of Figure 33 confirms 
prior analysis.  The major losses at 200°C are verified to be related to oxygen containing 
group loss, displayed again as small CO2 and CO signals (though in the argon, this 
particular signal was not seen until higher temperature).  The next major losses are 
confirmed to be the CO2 and CO (usually present when CO2 exists), with a small amount 
of m/z 12 (C), also due to CO2, presenting themselves starting at about 650°C. 
 
Figure 33.  3D MS plot of ThermGO heated in oxygen containing atmosphere 
(3) ThermGraph 
Figure 34 shows CO2 to be the primary contributor to the exothermic reaction that 
was occurred at around 600°C in the DSC (Figure 31). This is similar to the evolved 
gases shown for ThermGO in Figure 33, with the exception of the temperature. The lower 
temperature of the CO/CO2 release was expected for the ThermGraph based on the 
previously discussed lower exothermic reaction temperature. 
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Figure 34.  3D MS plot of ThermGraph heated in oxygen containing atmosphere 
c. SEM 
SEM images for the thermitic mixtures heated in air, as with argon, allow 
visualization of the microstructural changes. As before, directly observing the post-
treatment size, shape, and composition changes helped the understanding of the 
mechanism that occurs when using GO and graphene as additives. These changes are 
reinforced by other characterization techniques, and will be compared both with the 
results of similar materials heated in an oxygen containing atmosphere, as well the same 
materials heated in argon.  
(1) Aluminum 
The expectation for aluminum heated in an oxygen containing atmosphere is 
primarily a visible formation of oxides and the possible agglomeration of melted 
particles. Evidence of both of these effects is seen in Figure 35C and D. The upper two 
images (A and B) show that the some of the aluminum has melted together, forming non-
spherical, abnormal shapes as compared with those seen in the unheated material (Figure 
8), and similar to those seen when the same material was heated in argon (Figure 22). The 
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majority of the surfaces presented appear to be covered in a thick oxide layer, with close 
inspection revealing cracks in a few of the surfaces. Image C reveals that even in these 
cracked sections, the newly revealed surfaces are covered in oxide. As the newly exposed 
surface is not as rough, the implication is that the oxide layer is not as thick. Looking at 
all four images, it can also be concluded that the aluminum spheres are primarily solid 
and not hollow shells. Figure C shows an exception to this, though this hollow area 
appears to be only a section of the sphere, rather than the entire structure. 
 
Figure 35.  SEM images of aluminum heated in oxygen containing atmosphere at 
500 times magnification (A) and (B) and 5000 times magnification (C) 
and (D) 
(2) AlGO 
The images for Al GO heated in oxygen containing atmosphere shown in Figure 
36 display similar features to those seen for aluminum just discussed, but to a greater 
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extent. The oxidation effect appears to be thicker in all images, and the agglomeration is 
almost complete, with all of the particles appearing to be either attached to or combined 
with other particles. As with the aluminum, there is some evidence of exposing of new 
aluminum surface due to the cracking of the oxide layer. In this case, however, the newly 
exposed aluminum is not obviously oxidized, and it is believed that the sections not 
displaying an oxide layer that the Al2O3 removal was aided by the conversion of GO to 
graphene to CO2. 
 
Figure 36.  SEM images of AlGO heated in oxygen containing atmosphere (A) at 
low magnification, displaying oxide layer and agglomeration, (B) a 
higher magnification version of the image shown in A, and (C) showing 





The AlGraph heated in oxygen containing atmosphere shown in Figure 37 shows 
a significant change in structure as compared with the AlGO or aluminum heated in air. 
In this case, the predominant feature is burst shells. The aluminum shells which were 
shown to be solid structures previously appear to have achieved an appearance akin to 
broken egg shells. Also similar to egg shells, the jagged edges imply that the structures 
failures were brittle. There is slight oxidation visible on many of the surfaces though the 
thickness of the oxidation is less than the previous mixtures heated in an air atmosphere. 
There is also evidence of newly exposed aluminum surfaces as before. Consistent with 
the lesser oxidation on the outer surfaces, these newly exposed aluminum surfaces 
display little to no oxidation. There are also some smooth faceted particles which were 
exposed. 
 
Figure 37.  SEM images of AlGraph heated in oxygen containing atmosphere at 
(A) 500X magnification, (B) 1000X magnification, (C)1000X 
magnification, and (D) 15000X magnification 
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(4) Thermite 
The heated thermite images shown in Figure 38 display the shape of the iron 
oxide that powder coated the aluminum as discussed in the unheated section. During the 
heating process in an oxygen containing atmosphere, the iron oxide seems to have 
covered the aluminum more fully, either bonding with the aluminum or with itself in a 
complete covering of the larger aluminum particles. As such, the larger aluminum 
particles are not visible at all, but form the basis for the shapes which were previously 
described as “powder coated” by the iron oxide. 
  
Figure 38.  SEM images of thermite heated in oxygen containing atmosphere with 
both (A) and (B) showing the extent of agglomeration of iron oxide 
particles, and absence of visible aluminum exposed surfaces 
(5) ThermGO 
ThermGO heated in oxygen containing atmosphere shows a similar effect of the 
iron oxide combining as a surface over the aluminum spheres, though it does not appear 
to be as widespread. There is a small amount of a smooth faceted structure as well, which 
appears to be a different structure than was seen in the unheated version of this material. 
There was a faceted structure inside the AlGO heated in argon (Figure 23) that was 
possibly correlated to aluminum carbide. Unlike the image in Figure 23, the faceted 
portion of the image shown in Figure 39 is not inside an aluminum sphere, but rather is 
on the outside of an agglomeration of iron oxide particles. 
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Figure 39.  SEM images of ThermGO heated in oxygen containing atmosphere (A) 
SE displaying the agglomerated iron oxide and faceted structure, and 
(B) a less magnified BSE image showing the presence of different 
density materials  
(6) ThermGraph 
The ThermGraph heated in an oxygen containing atmosphere of Figure 40 shows 
the agglomeration of iron oxide particles around the much larger aluminum spheres. It 
also appears as though in some cases the aluminum inside the shell of iron oxide has 
melted together. Figure 40A shows a shape similar to that of two spheres next to each 
other (or melted together), covered with a rough exterior. Figure 40B also shows that 
somehow a bit of the graphene remained unreacted. This is believed to be due to the 
amount of surface iron oxide and aluminum oxides, presumably protecting a small 
amount of graphene from the heat and environment effects. There is no evident XRD data 
that correlates with the graphitic component, proving there is only a slight amount 
compared with what was seen in the preheated images (Figure 12). Image C is a higher 
magnification image of what is seen in A, and shows what appears to be the melting 
together of iron-oxide particles and the aluminum oxide coating, though it is difficult to 
determine which specific oxide forms the coating. 
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Figure 40.  SEM images of ThermGraph heated in oxygen containing atmosphere 
with (A) showing apparent agglomeration of aluminum beneath an 
iron-oxide/oxidized aluminum shell, (B) less magnified image showing 
agglomeration of particles, and showing iron oxide and visible remnant 
graphene sheets, and (C) a higher magnification image of the image 
shown in A 
d. XRD 
XRD analysis of the mixtures heated in an oxygen containing atmosphere allowed 
determination of the crystalline structure of the given mixtures after processing. This 
allows confirmation of expectations based on previous characterization data, and ensures 
completeness of analysis. This also allowed conclusions to be drawn about the 
differences in the final structure results between the materials heated in argon and those 
heated in an oxygen containing atmosphere. 
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(1) Aluminum, AlGO, and AlGraph 
The XRD images for aluminum, AlGO, and AlGraph, shown below in Figure 
41A, B, and C respectively, show a lot of similarity between the three images. All three 
images show the three peaks for aluminum that have previously been discussed. The only 
difference between these peaks is shown for the AlGO, in which the 45°peak is larger 
than in the other two plots due to preferential orientation. 
Numerous details worth discussing are revealed in these plots. The first is that the 
aluminum XRD pattern alone shows no evidence of oxidation. Based on seeing the 
oxidation on the surface of the aluminum spheres in the samples SEM images (Figure 
35), it is known that the oxidation exists. However, the solid aluminum inner spheres 
present an overwhelming effect with reflections intensities much larger than the thin 
oxide layer that is now lost in the background signal.  
The next point to highlight is the larger peak at 44.744°. This is likely due to 
preferential orientation of the [2 0 0] plane causing magnification of the signal, as the 
normal intensity is 45.6% of the 100% peak. When compared with the same reactions in 
argon (Figure 27), the mixtures seem to be much less reactive overall, as the number of 
carbides formed is zero in this case, whereas in argon the AlGO had two carbides, and the 
AlGraph had one. 
The next difference is a switch in the peak intensities. In the same mixtures heated 
in argon (Figure 27), the AlGO had much larger Al2O3 peaks than the AlGraph. In the 
case of the mixtures heated in an oxygen environment, the Al2O3 peaks are larger in the 
AlGraph. 
An important conclusion can be made then: The trend therefore appears to be that 
in air, the GO contributes little to the oxidation of aluminum, whereas in argon it 
contributed much. Almost the opposite effect is apparent for the graphene, as the 
AlGraph heated in argon only displayed slight oxidation, whereas in the oxygen 
containing atmosphere the oxidation was more pronounced. The difference is likely the 
oxygen in the GO contributing to the oxidation, and the carbon forming carbides with the 
metal it combines with or being released as CO2 in an argon environment. As such, the 
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graphene with its higher surface area appears to contribute more to the oxidation of 
aluminum in air than the GO. Considering then the differences in the DSC data between 
the AlGO and AlGraph, the AlGO had a larger heat flows (though only slightly). 
However, there was significant differences in the SEM images: as the AlGO showed 
oxidation and whole spheres while the AlGraph presented an image full of burst shells. 
The result is that the graphene provides a rapid conversion into CO2 that creates a local 
shock of volatile components. Such a process aids the aluminum shells bursting, exposing 
more aluminum surface and enhancing its oxidation rate. Therefore, graphene might 
prove a suitable replacement for the iron oxide in the thermitic reaction. 
The question requiring further analysis is therefore if the heat flow being less for 
the graphene in this mixture is a result of the previously mentioned differences in mass 
between the graphene and GO during heating. 
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Figure 41.  XRD plot of aluminum (A), AlGO (B), and AlGraph (C) heated in 
oxygen containing atmosphere 
(2) Thermite, ThermGO, and ThermGraph 
All three thermitic mixtures heated in oxygen containing atmosphere shown in 
Figure 42 display the expected combinations of aluminum and aluminum oxide. The 
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differences between the three plots are in the iron oxide results. All three of the materials 
show the presence of rhombohedral Fe2O3, and a complete lack of the original Fe2O3. The 
ThermGO also shows pure iron, proving it caused the Fe2O3 to reduce more than the 
other mixtures. Recalling the XRD data from thermite in argon (Figure 28) and 
IronOxGO in argon (Figure 29), this seems to be a trend. Considering then the oxidation 
of aluminum, the difference between the peak strength in all three mixtures is slight at 
best. Similar to the mixtures of aluminum, the thermitic reactions in argon (Figure 28) 
seem to be much more reactive overall, as the number of alloy combinations is 
significantly lower in the same mixtures heated in oxygen containing atmosphere, and 
again no carbides are formed. The conclusion can also therefore be made that the oxygen 
reduced from the Fe2O3 mixture in this environment contributed a negligible amount to 




Figure 42.  XRD plot of thermite (A), ThermGO (B), and ThermGraph (C) heated 
in oxygen containing atmosphere 
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e. Summary of Results for Samples Heated in an Oxygen Containing 
Environment 
The results for the samples heated in an oxygen containing environment were 
much less convoluted and therefore were easier to interpret than the results in argon. A 
few significant conclusions were able to be drawn from their analysis. 
From a perspective of pure energetics, the mixtures including graphene were 
generally more exothermic, though differences in mixtures and masses require further 
analysis to verify whether these findings are universal. For the same reactions, MS data 
showed that the energy releases all came from oxygen groups at low temperatures 
(200°C), and CO2 at around 600°C/650°C to 800°C (depending on the mixture).  
The XRD data provided a good synopsis of the experimental results. The big 
takeaway is: Whereas the GO was more reactive, forming carbides and more oxidation 
states with the aluminum in argon, the graphene appeared more reactive in an oxygen 
containing atmosphere, and appeared to contribute more to the aluminum oxidation 
reaction. It would appear therefore, that the graphene is a better additive to use than the 
GO in an oxygen containing environment. 
4. Aluminum Oxidation Mechanism 
Two different mechanisms of aluminum oxidation will be explained. The first 
involves the well documented manner in which aluminum has been shown to oxidize, and 
includes numerous references and applications. The second is the mechanism by which 
the author believes graphene advances the aluminum oxidation based on the data 
gathered in this thesis. 
a. Standard Aluminum Oxidation 
Aluminum has a long list of applications; some of the most common uses are 
derived from the aluminum oxide passivation layer known to form on an aluminum 
surface at room temperature, which acts as a protective coating, producing corrosion 
resistant surfaces [34-36]. Some others involve the formation of Al alloys (Cu, Mg, Mn, 
Si, Sn and Zn) for lighter structural designs than the ones made of steel [37]. Aluminum 
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has also been employed as a fuel additive in energetic mixtures, from explosives to 
pyrotechnics [38]. With such a wide range of applications, multiple research groups have 
taken interest in the mechanism of generation of oxide thin films in aluminum particles 
[39]–[41]. In this section, the known mechanisms of thermal oxidation of aluminum 
extracted from literature references will be summarized (see Figure 43) and compared to 
the steps identified in the course of this investigation when GO and graphene were used 
as additives in aluminum or thermite mixtures. 
The steps responsible for the combustion and ignition of aluminum in energetic 
mixtures have been attributed to the presence of diverse oxide phases and are now well 
documented [42]–[45]. Figure 43 summarizes the process as follows: 
A thin layer of aluminum oxide forms at room temperature on the surface of 
aluminum particulates. This passivating amorphous Al2O3 layer, also known as ‘natural’ 
oxide coating, has been estimated to be between 0.5 to 4 nm [41], [46], [47]. The growth 
of such a layer is observed between 300–550°C (stage I) but is limited at low 
temperatures by the outward diffusion of aluminum ions [41] Once the amorphous layer 
reaches a critical size, believed to be close to 4 nm at about 550–650°C, the amorphous 
phase becomes metastable and transitions to the phase γ-Al2O3. The γ-phase is stable for 
small crystal sizes [48]. The grain boundaries of this phase provide the necessary 
diffusion paths for the oxygen, a process that becomes the rate limiting mechanism for 
the oxide crystals to grow [41], [48]. Since the γ-Al2O3 phase has a smaller specific 
volume than amorphous alumina, the particle is only partially covered by the oxide layer, 
opening sites in where bare aluminum gets exposed, promoting a higher oxidation rate 
(stage II). During the next steps, the phase γ-Al2O3 grows, becoming a continuous layer 
(stage III) and partially transforming to θ-Al2O3. The latter is believed to be an 
intermediary in the formation of the highly stable, more dense, high temperature phase α-
Al2O3, normally observed close to 900°C as part of stage IV. Once the α-Al2O3 phase 
appears, the oxidation rates significantly diminish. It is worth noting that higher heating 
rates cause the oxidation to shift to higher temperatures [40]. 
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Figure 43.  Schematic representation of the steps known to develop an oxide film 
in aluminum particles at elevated temperatures 
b. Graphene Advanced Aluminum Oxidation 
Figure 44 is a schematic that displays the process by which the author believes the 
oxidation of aluminum takes place in an oxygen containing atmosphere at moderate 
temperatures. The different phases shown are a combination of known mechanisms 
shown above in Figure 43 and the results of the characterization efforts conducted during 
the course of this research. 
The first section shows the aluminum with the same amorphous, passive oxide 
layer known to exist on aluminum that is exposed to air. It is shown with a covering of 
graphene sheets, similar to what was seen previously in Figure 9.  
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As the aluminum is heated, it moves into phase I of the oxidation process, where 
the outward diffusion of aluminum limits the oxidation rate. This phase and the following 
phase (phase II) are believed to be nearly identical to the previous schematic, shown in 
Figure 43, and as such will not be explained in detail. The one difference between the two 
is the close contact of the graphene sheets to the aluminum particles. 
Phase III is the beginning of the changing oxidation process. As the γ-alumina has 
a smaller specific volume than the amorphous alumina, there is an increase in pure 
alumina. This was seen previously as breakage in the outer alumina shell, as in Figure 36.  
This process occurs regardless of presence of graphene; however, when it does occur 
with a graphene coating, the graphene and bare aluminum come into close contact at this 
point. 
During phase IV the γ-alumina layer grows, and some of the remaining graphene 
becomes trapped while the pure aluminum inside the alumina shell simultaneously melts. 
As the temperature continues to rise some of this graphene burns off as volatile CO2. 
When this happens, more of the alumina is violently ruptured, which exposes more pure 
aluminum to the oxygen atmosphere, allowing it to oxidize. 
Once phase V has been reached, the γ-alumina transforms into the very stable -
alumina. The remaining pure aluminum that is still in place at these temperatures will 
oxidize rapidly due to the maximum surface area exposed to oxygen. As the diagram 
shows, there is some spherical surface still present; however, the majority of the sample 
topography is composed of the burst shells. 
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Figure 44.  Schematic representation of the mechanism develops an oxide film in 
aluminum particles at in an oxygenated atmosphere in the presence of 
graphene 
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IV. PROPELLANT EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
The following paragraphs describe the experimental methods used to create 
various mixtures of propellant, as well as the details of how samples were thermally 
treated and the techniques employed to characterize them. The first section covers this for 
propellant precursors, and the second covers characterization results  
A. PROPELLANT PRECURSORS 
Propellant was created using three different additive variations. For all cases, 
hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) (Sartomer, Lot# 602076, type R45M) was 
mixed for 20 minutes with facile plasticizer and ammonium perchlorate (AP) (Alfa Aesar 
crystalline, reagent grade, CAS# 7790-98-9, Lot# J24Q006) which had been ground 
through a 200 micron mesh. The additive variants were added at this point, the first batch 
using carbon black (CB) (Alfa Aesar, acetylene, 50 percent compressed, 99.5+ percent, 
Lot H24Y036), the second GO, and the third no additive. It is worth noting that graphene 
was not employed in the propellant mixtures. Each batch was mixed between 130 and 
135°F for one hour. Polymethylene polyphenylisocyanate (PAPI) (Dow PAPI 94 
polymeric methylene dyphenylene diisocyanate (MDI) that contains) curing agent was 
then added, and the samples mixed at high speed until the appropriate consistency was 
achieved. The samples were then poured into a pan and placed under approximately near 
vacuum and vented repeatedly until no air bubbles escaped. Each sample was then 
allowed to cure in an open atmosphere for a minimum of 48 hours. See Table 2 for 
percent by mass of each constituent in each sample. 
The propellant mixtures all had different textures. Figure 45 shows the appearance 
of all three samples, as well as pointing out problems encountered in the propellant 
mixture with GO. Sample A shows the propellant mixture without CB or GO. It had 
consistency similar to that of an eraser, and was powdery to the touch. The GO mixture, 
shown as sample B, was very porous, and had a spongy feel to it. The cause of the 
porosity at this point is unknown; however, the writer hypothesizes that the mixture was 
too dense to allow removal of air bubbles, as during the repeated vacuuming process 
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described above no bubbles were witnessed to be removed. Sample C, the mixture made 
with CB, was much harder than either of the first two mixtures. 
 
Figure 45.  Image of all three propellant mixtures: (A) without additives, (B) with 
GO, and (C) with CB 
Table 7.   Mass percentage of each propellant constituent 
 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 
AP 77.4 77.4 60.6 
HTPB 17.7 17.7 31.9 
Plasticizer 2.4 2.5 4.3 
GO 0 0.7 0 
CB 0.7 0 0 
Curing Agent 1.8 1.7 3.2 
 
1. Heat Treatment in TGA-DSC-MS 
The STA equipment used to heat treat thermite samples were again utilized to 
heat treat the propellant samples. The same gas flow-rates were also used; however, the 
temperature profiles were different due to the explosive nature of the material being 
tested. The temperature profile was a 2K/min increase from RT to 900°C, and it was used 
for all three propellant samples as well as carbon black and GO independently. In this 
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case, the heat treatment was used in order to determine the energy and weight 
characteristics of each sample as it was heated, as well as the associated byproducts. 
2. SEM 
Ammonium perchlorate was inspected using the same SEM already described 
with an accelerating voltage of 2 kV, and allowed determination of a particle size 
distribution. 
3. Visible Smoke Test 
A smoke test was performed by cutting the propellant into approximately 5g 
strips, setting them in a holder centered in front of a background that was half black (left) 
and half white (right), and igniting the sample. The test was performed under atmospheric 
conditions, outside, on a day with minimal wind. Videos and photographs were taken in 
order to compare the samples as they were burned, in order to determine if there was a 
visible difference in the smoke emitted from any of the samples. 
4. Burn Test 
A combustion bomb (Figure 46) was used to ignite the propellant and record the 
sample as it burned. The propellant was cut into 2–3 inch strips with 0.25 inches by 1inch 
nominal cross sections, and loaded into the combustion bomb chamber that was fitted 
with 60 kHz 50 percent power laser backlighting (Figure 46).  Labview 2012 Service 
Pack 1 (32 bit) was used to perform a sequence of events in specific timing: 
 An electro-pneumatic valve opened, allowing regulated 250 psi N2 to enter 
into the combustion chamber 
 a 3000 frame per second video camera with 100 microsecond exposure 
was started 
 a 24V power supply with a maximum 60 amp current was applied to a 
bridge-wire igniter, igniting the propellant 
 the ignition signal was then removed 
 the camera was stopped 
 the valve was shut 
 pressure was removed, and the laser was turned off 
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        (A)                                   (B) 
Figure 46.  Photographs of (A) combustion bomb and (B) combustion bomb 
complete setup 
It was determined that either the GO would be an unsuitable additive for the 
propellant due to the voids shown in Figure 45, or that there was too much heat during 
the mixing process causing the GO to release oxygen.  In either case, the porous structure 
created was not suitable for testing as the results would not accurately show the flame 
along the propellant surface. Additionally, there was significant smoke-fouling of the 
window surfaces, preventing visualization of the propellant-burn process after the first 
test was conducted. As a result, only the first sample (propellant with CB) was tested in 
this manner. In order to conduct further propellant-burn testing a new mix of the 
propellant with GO would have to be carefully made, which would allow determination 
of whether the mixing process causes the GO to reduce. 
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V. PROPELLANT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. PROPELLANT CHARACTERIZATION 
The purpose in testing the propellants was similar to what was previously 
conducted for thermitic mixtures, with the exception that only GO was tested. The intent 
therefore was to analyze whether or not the addition of GO affected the energetic 
properties of the propellant combustion reaction during heating. In order to do this, three 
samples were used. The first is the standard propellant mixture, which includes CB. The 
second mixture involved replacing the CB with GO. The final mix was performed in 
order to generate a baseline, and involves the same mixture for the remaining 
constituents, but without CB or GO. 
1. Unheated 
The difference between the three propellants was characterized primarily via 
differences in their energetic and byproduct properties. The main ingredient, APC, was 
also characterized via SEM, so that an understanding of the properties based on size and 
structure of the material could be easily understood. 
Ammonium perchlorate is the only material to be analyzed prior to heating, and it 
was only analyzed via SEM. It is a very flammable, clumpy white, extremely hydrophilic 
substance with a consistency similar to that of table sugar. It was ground through a 200 
micron mesh prior to use and characterization. Observing the SEM images of Figure 47, 
the APC appears to be smooth and densely packed. Image J was used to determine a 
particle size distribution using 81 particles, with the following results:  
 Minimum length: 7.739 micron 
 Maximum length: 285.82 micron 
 Average length: 145.1235 micron 
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Figure 47.  SEM Images of APC at 50 (A) and 200 (B) times magnification 
2. Samples Heated in Argon 
Similar to the data collected for the thermitic reactions, the propellant was first 
tested in an inert argon atmosphere. This allows determination of baseline data, and 
ensures the mass, heat flow, and byproducts that are free from external influence beyond 
the addition of heat. 
a. DSC/TGA 
The DSC data for all three propellants heated in argon are shown in Figure 48. As 
before, this data will be analyzed primarily from low to high temperature, and 
specifically investigating differences in peaks. 
There is series of peaks that occur rapidly, alternating between exothermic and 
endothermic from about 200°C to about 400°C. This series of peaks is generally found in 
all three samples; however, the magnitudes are vary with each mixture. In all of the 
exothermic peaks except for the first, the propellant with GO has the most exothermic 
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reaction, and the propellant with CB has the smallest. The exception to this observation is 
the first and smallest peak, in which the propellant with no additives has the largest 
exothermic peak. The endothermic peaks have different trends. In the first two 
endothermic peaks, the propellant with CB absorbs the most energy, and the propellant 
with GO the least. The third endothermic peak, which occurs at around 400°C, still shows 
the propellant with GO and propellant only to have the same energy absorbing properties. 
In this case, the propellant with CB still absorbs the most energy. 
From 400°C to 900°C, the plots deviate somewhat from the previous analysis. 
The propellant without additives has slight changes, but no significant discernable peaks. 
On the other hand, both the propellant with GO and propellant with CB experience a 
significant broad exothermic peak centered at just below 600°C. In this case, the 
propellant with CB is slightly more energetic than the propellant with GO at the peak, 
and has a slightly lower temperature when the peak occurs. Following this, the propellant 
with CB has a final endothermic reaction which neither of the other propellants 
experience. 
The TGA plot for all three propellants is very consistent. The rapid alternating 
endothermic and exothermic peaks discussed from 200°C to 400°C are accompanied by 
the most significant weight loss (approximately 80 percent). The rate of weight change 
then decreases while absorbing energy around 400°C, before increasing again until 
almost all the mass is gone. The last five percent or so of propellant is burned off slowly 
over the last several hundred degrees. The most notable feature of the TGA is that the 
propellant with GO experiences a more complete burn-off in an argon atmosphere. 
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Figure 48.  DSC(A) and TGA (B) data for all three propellants in heated in argon 
b. MS 
As with the thermite mixtures, the byproducts of the reactions that occur during 
heating are also very important. This is will allow determination of what gases the 
various reactions are releasing, as well as providing information necessary for air quality 
determinations.  
It is important to note that the MS does not tell which molecules are released, but 
instead shows mass over charge. As such, it is difficult to differentiate in some cases 
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which byproduct is causing a given mass. In this particular analysis, mass 28 may be 
either CO or N2, and mass 44 may be either N2O or CO2. For both of these combinations 
the possibility will be reported that either may be present. It is believed, however, that 
these are either partially or entirely CO or CO2. This is based in part on the analysis 
shown for thermite, which showed similar characteristics for CO/CO2 when there was no 
nitrogen present. 
(1) Propellant with CB 
The propellant mix with CB was analyzed first, as this is the primary propellant 
that is being used in industry, and as such should be the standard against which the mix 
with GO will be measured. Starting from the lowest temperature, the first feature to be 
observed is the trend at mass 28, which is associated with either CO or N2, or a 
combination of the two. This mass shows a generally downward trend during the entire 
heating event, excepting three small increases at about 250°C, 350°C and 450°C.  
The next two major peaks of the MS plot in Figure 49 are associated with the 
exothermic peaks which occur around 250°C and 350°C in Figure 48.  These peaks are 
present in masses 18, 28, 32, 36, and 44, which are attributed to H2O, CO or N2, O2, HCl, 
and N2O or CO2 respectively. Each of these masses with the exception of mass 32, 
experience another peak at about 450°C, which is again associated with an exothermic 
energy release. As would be expected based on the TGA data, from 450°C to the end of 
heating, there is a generally decreasing trend in the ion current of the evolved gases. 
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Figure 49.  3D MS plot of propellant with CB heated in argon 
(2) Propellant with GO 
It would be expected based on the similarities in the DSC and TGA plot that the 
propellant mixtures would be similar, and at first glance they are very similar. When 
looked at in detail, however, numerous differences between the two propellants are noted. 
As before, starting with mass 28 (CO or N2) of Figure 50, the same decreasing trend with 
three peaks at 250°C, 350°C, and 450°C is seen. The amount of mass 28 gas released 
appears to be much lower in the propellant with GO than the propellant with CB, as the 
ion current in the propellant with GO has a maximum of about half that of the propellant 
with CB. Considering this is likely a decrease in the amount of CO released and does not 
have a negative impact on the energetics, this is a positive outcome. 
The temperatures (350°C and 450°C) and contributing gases for the next two 
peaks are the same as those present in the propellant with CB: masses 18, 28, 32, 36, and 
44, attributed to H2O, CO or N2, O2, HCl, and N2O or CO2 respectively. There is, 
however, some difference in the relative magnitude of the evolved gases. The first 
difference is in the mass 18 plot, as the 350°C is larger than the 450°C peak, which is the 
opposite of the propellant with CB trend. Based on the ion current, the amount of water 
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burned off in the maximum peak is smaller for the propellant with GO as well. Also, 
looking at the largest peaks, overall, the greatest ion current on the propellant with CB is 
associated with CO or N2, whereas in the propellant with GO the greatest ion current is 
associated with water, epoxies, or hydroxyl groups. This is consistent with the trends GO 
displayed when tested in the thermitic mixtures as well, tending to lose the hydroxyl and 
epoxy groups as it heated. It is interesting to note that this implies the O2 was not lost 
during the mixing process, and the voids witnessed in the mixture were purely a result of 
mixture thickness. 
 
Figure 50.  3D MS plot of propellant with GO heated in argon 
(3) Propellant Only 
Following the observations on propellant with CB and GO, it was decided to 
analyze propellant without either one. This would allow determination of the changes 
each of the additives contributes to the evolved gases independently. Again, based on the 
DSC/TGA information, it would be expected that the changes would be minimal, as the 
propellants had similar energetic and mass change characteristics. 
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The most immediately noticeable trait of the propellant only mixture shown in 
Figure 51 is the lack of an initially large and decreasing mass 28 (CO or N2). There is a 
mass 28 present, and it exhibits the same peaks at 250°C, 350°C, and 450°C; however, it 
is a much smaller relative contributor to the evolved gas mixture. The other feature 
necessary to observe is that the mass 18 peak is similar to that observed in the propellant 
with CB mix, as the peak at 350°C is greater than the one at 250°C. 
  
Figure 51.  3D MS plot of propellant only heated in argon 
c. Summary of Results for Samples Heated in Argon 
The results of experimentation for the samples heated in an argon environment 
show all three propellants to be similar. There is little difference in the energetics of the 
mixtures; however, the mixture with GO did have the most profound mass burn-off. The 
two biggest differences in the MS data were the position of the maximum mass 18 peak, 
which happened earlier for the mixture involving GO, and later for the other two 




CB mixture, followed by the GO mixture, and decreasing in both. The mixture without 
additives showed only the peaks associated with exothermic energy spikes (as shown in 
Figure 48). 
3. Samples Heated in an Oxygen Containing Atmosphere 
Following the analysis in the baseline argon atmosphere, the same analysis was 
repeated with the same three propellant mixtures in an oxygen containing environment. 
This experimentation is more applicable to actual environmental conditions during 
combustion processes. In addition, the smoke test and burn test results will be discussed 
here, as they were conducted in oxygen containing atmospheres. 
a. DSC/TGA 
The DSC/TGA data for all three mixtures is shown in Figure 52, and both figures 
have similar characteristics to what was seen in the argon atmosphere. As the data is 
similar in nature, it will be examined in the same manner the propellant mixtures heated 
in argon were. 
As in the argon, there is a series of alternating exothermic and endothermic peaks, 
extending from about 200°C to about 400°C. The first exothermic peak for the mixture 
with CB is so small, however, as to be almost at a baseline. Comparing the energy of the 
three mixtures at this first exothermic peak with that shown in Figure 48 it appears as 
though the mixture with CB is least affected by the oxygen containing atmosphere, as the 
peak is at about the same level. The propellant only and GO mixtures both experience a 
greater exothermic peak at this temperature, and the GO mixture experiences the greatest 
increase. In fact, in argon, the largest energy release was noted to be in the propellant 
only, whereas in air the GO has the greatest energy release.  
The remainder of the peaks up to 400°C show the same trends already reported 
for the mixtures in argon, with the GO mixtures having the largest exothermic reactions 
(though only slightly greater than the other two), and the mixtures with CB having the 
greatest energy absorption characteristics. Also important, is that the same trends noted 
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previously for the TGA data are repeated here for the mixtures in air up to the 400°C 
point. 
Beyond the 400°C point, the similarities with the mixtures heated in argon no 
longer exist. At about 450°C, there is a small exothermic reaction seen in the propellant 
with CB that is not seen in the other two mixtures. This is followed by a small 
endothermic reaction that is also not seen in the other two mixtures, and then an 
exothermic reaction at about 525°C that all three propellants experience. The reaction at 
525°C shows the propellant with GO to have the least energetic reaction, followed by the 
propellant with CB, and finally the propellant only. 
For the TGA data between 400°C and 600°C, there is a small series of changing 
slopes, before all three of them end in a flat-line. While the propellant with GO mixture 
shows a flat-line above zero, the entirety of all three mixtures was burned off in the 
oxygen containing environment. 
Continuing to higher temperatures, there is a divergence in the three propellants 
DSC data. While they all appear to undergo a similar reaction series of endothermic 
followed by exothermic, the temperature at which the reactions occur is slightly lower for 
the mix with CB than with the other two mixtures, and it has the smallest endothermic 
and largest exothermic reaction, while the propellant only mixture has the opposite trend. 
In all cases, the final exothermic reaction appears to be complete burn-off. 
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Figure 52.  DSC(A) and TGA (B) data for all three propellants in heated in 
simulated air 
b. MS 
Now that the energy and mass changes for the propellant mixtures in air and 
argon have been analyzed, the determination of evolved gases must be examined. As 
before, the same problems with differentiating between mass 28 (CO or N2), and mass 44 
(N2O or CO2) still exists. Also, each of the MS plots in this section are presented twice. 
The first is the m/z data minus argon for each of the mixtures, as has been done in all 
previous MS plots. The second plot has the same thing, but also subtracts m/z 32 (O2). 
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Recalling section III.3.b (thermite heated in an oxygen containing environment), the m/z 
32 (O2) signal was removed completely for the thermitic mixtures. In the case of the 
propellant, there is enough variability in this signal to make seeing a version of it with 
m/z 32 present necessary. However, as before, the signal from the O2 is so strong that it 
dwarfs all the other reactions, so a second version with the m/z 16 and m/z 32 (O and O2) 
removed is also necessary. 
(1) Propellant with CB 
As before, the industry standard propellant mixture with CB was analyzed first. 
Figure 53 shows that despite the large relative portion of O2 compared with the remainder 
of the gases, the burn-off of propellant still increases its ion current. The peaks for this 
mass do not appear at 250°C as has been the case for all the previous mixtures; however, 
they do appear at both 350°C and 450°C. This seems to be a shift, as the same mixture in 
argon also had two evolved gas peaks, but they occurred at 250°C and 350°C instead. 
 
Figure 53.  3D MS Plot of fuel with CB heated in an oxygen containing 
atmosphere  
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Figure 54 essentially shows a magnified view of the data presented in Figure 53, 
due to the removal of masses 16 (which showed the same signal as mass 32 at a smaller 
ion current) and 32.  
Analyzing the data, it is first of note that the decreasing trend observed in the m/z 
28 data is no longer present, as it was in the mixtures heated in argon. The ion current 
peaks witnessed in masses 18, 28, 36, and 44, (H2O, CO or N2, HCl, and N2O or CO2 
respectively) at about 250°C, 350°C and 450°C all still occur. At around 550°C, there is 
another peak on m/z 44, which is correlated to a similar but smaller peak on the m/z 28 
line, and a few spikes on the m/z 18 line. There is also a small spike in the m/z 44 line at 
just below 600°C that stops suddenly. This correlates with the final exothermic peak in 
Figure 52A that has been associated with the final propellant burn off. This implies that 
once the last of the propellant mixture to be burned off is carbon based, and it combines 
with oxygen in the air during combustion, a trend similar to what was seen with oxygen 
release from iron oxide in the thermite mixtures. As at 550°C, there is a similar but 
smaller peak at m/z 28. 
 
Figure 54.  Modified 3D MS plot of fuel with CB heated in an oxygen containing 
atmosphere 
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(2) Propellant with GO 
Similar to Figure 53, Figure 55 is useful for showing the oxygen peaks, and little 
else. It is noticeable, however, that with the propellant with GO there is three peaks at 
mass 32, while there was only two for the propellant with CB. The location of these 
peaks is as would be expected, about 250°C, 350°C, and 450°C. This means that the GO 
is contributing to a third release of oxygen at 250°C that CB does not. This is also 
explains that oxygen groups contribute at least a portion to the exothermic peak the 
propellant with GO has at about 250°C in Figure 52.  
 
Figure 55.  3D MS plot of propellant with GO heated in an oxygen containing 
atmosphere 
Figure 56 is useful for finding the non-oxygen contributions to evolved gas for the 
propellant with GO heated in air. As with the other modifications, m/z 16 and m/z 32 
have been removed. In doing this, some of the trends seen in the same propellants heated 
in argon become evident again, as do some trends just observed in Figure 54. The first 
peak for m/z 18, at around 250°C is larger than the second peak at 350°C. The same three 
peaks witnessed previously in m/z 18, 28, 36, and 44, (H2O, CO or N2, HCl, and N2O or 
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CO2 respectively) at about 250°C, 350°C and 450°C all still occur, and the fourth peak 
mentioned for m/z 28 and 44 (with spikes at m/z 18) also are repeated. In fact, the only 
significant difference between the two materials is the difference in the maximum m/z 18 
peak, whether it is at 250°C or 350°C. This allows for two important conclusions: 
1. The propellant with GO is similar from an environmental perspective than 
propellant with CB, and 
2. Since the energetic response was slightly better for the propellant with GO 
than the propellant with CB, it may reduce the release of atmospheric 
contaminants, as less propellant may be required to be burned to achieve a 
desired goal. 
 
Figure 56.  Modified 3D plot of propellant with GO heated in an oxygen 
containing atmosphere 
(3) Propellant Only 
As with the other mixtures heated in air, Figure 57 is useful in order to see the 
oxygen peaks at m/z 32. Interestingly, the same three peaks that appear in the propellant 
mixture with GO appear in the propellant mix only. The first peak is slightly smaller for 
the propellant only than the propellant with GO mix, but it is present. When correlated  
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with the DSC data of Figure 52, this explains why there is an exothermic energy release 
at 250°C for the mixture without additives and the mixture with GO, but not for the mix 
with CB. 
 
Figure 57.  3D MS plot of propellant only heated in an oxygen containing 
atmosphere 
The propellant only MS data without m/z 16 and m/z 32 shown in Figure 58 show 
a great amount of similarity to the propellant with GO mixture shown in Figure 56.  In 
fact, the two plots are almost exactly the same, with the exception that the magnitude of 
the propellant with GO signal is greater than that of the propellant only. The exception is 
that the 250°C peak for m/z 28 is almost indistinguishable for the propellant only mix, 
while it is definitely present for the mixture with GO. Based on this data, and the 
similarity of the DSC data previously displayed, separate testing will be necessary to 
determine if the benefits of CB (controlled propellant burn rate with prevented subsurface 
propellant heating) are also seen in the GO. 
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Figure 58.  Modified 3D MS plot of fuel only heated in an oxygen containing 
atmosphere 
c. Visible Smoke Test 
The smoke tests were conducted in order to determine if there was an appreciable 
difference in visible smoke between the three mixed propellants. All three of the 
propellants were cut into strips and loaded into a holder. They were burned in the center 
of a background that was half black and half white, ensuring that either white or black 
smoke would be visible when the samples were burned.  
Figure 59 shows three screenshots, taken from the paused video for each one. The 




Figure 59.  Image of smoke test for all three propellant mixtures (A) propellant 
with CB, (B) propellant with GO, and (C) propellant without additives 
d. Burn Test 
The apparatus shown in Figure 46 was constructed in order to record videos of the 
propellants as they were burning. The videos could then be slowed to see the propellant 
surface during combustion, and results calculated based on differences in pixel counts. As 
has previously been discussed, however, problems were encountered with regard to the 
viewing window becoming stained by the propellant with CB, and the propellant with 
GO had a porosity making it unusable for testing. As such, the only sample tested was the 
propellant with CB. A screenshot, of the in-process burning was taken from video as it 
played, and is shown in Figure 60.  The green in the video image is the result of laser 
backlighting, which allowed the flames, smoke, and propellant surface to be visible. 
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Figure 60.  Image of propellant burn test conducted with propellant and CB 
mixture 
e. Summary of Results for Samples Heated in an Oxygen Containing 
Atmosphere 
The primary takeaways from the propellant heated in oxygen were stated in the 
MS section:  
 The rocket propellant with GO matches the rocket propellant with CB 
results from the gases evolved an environmental perspective. This 
statement can be extended as well to the visible smoke results. 
Since the heat flow response was slightly better for the rocket propellant with GO 
than the rocket propellant with CB, the former may reduce the release of atmospheric 
contaminants, as less propellant may be required to be burned to achieve a desired goal. 
Additionally, it must be noted that much of the research was inconclusive due to lack of a 
body of evidence. The preliminary research is promising, however, and warrants further 
investigation into the possible advantages of using GO as an additive in propellant. 
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The following are the conclusions and milestones that resulted from the research 
conducted during the process of completing this thesis. 
A. MILESTONES 
There were numerous milestones achieved and lessons taken away from the 
research conducted to determine the advantages of utilizing GO or graphene as additives 
in combustible mixtures. The most significant are summarized below. 
Graphite oxide (GO) and graphene (G) were successfully prepared. The former 
was generated from graphite flakes treated in a controlled highly oxidant environment. 
The latter was produced when GO was treated thermally at 1000°C. 
The samples weight changes and heat flows of the process were studied in situ, 
employing a simultaneous TGA/DSC apparatus while being heated from RT to 1050°C 
(thermite) or 900°C (propellant). The evolved gases from the processes were identified 
by mass spectrometry. All the solid precursors and byproducts microstructural and 
crystalline features were identified by the use of electron microscopy and x-ray 
diffraction techniques. 
The hypotheses proposed at the beginning of this research were tested; both 
graphitic oxide and graphene could be used as additives to enhance the thermite reaction 
studied. Graphene presents a much higher improvement in terms of the heat flow 
achieved when compared to graphitic oxide when enough oxygen is contained in the 
process atmosphere. 
The makeup of GO, approximately 50 percent carbon and 50 percent oxygen 
groups attached to its surface, increases the amount of oxygen in the reaction crucible 
through the release of the oxygen groups at temperatures close to 200°C. However, since 
the temperature of oxygen release happens at much lower temperatures than the one at 
which aluminum melts (660°C), only a slight amount of oxygen coming from GO gets to 
interact with the aluminum particulates. In contrast, graphene does not have the ability to 
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lose oxygen at low temperatures, but instead burns off in oxygen containing atmospheres 
to produce CO2 in a rapid process that promotes the swift release of gases. The 
interaction of the latter with the melting aluminum removes the thin layer of aluminum 
oxide already present on the aluminum particles surface, exposing unreacted aluminum 
and increasing its oxidation rate. 
In contrast, when the process is carried out in inert atmosphere instead of an 
oxygen containing one, GO tends to lose the oxygen group to form graphene at low 
temperature and the remnant graphene reacts with aluminum to form the corresponding 
carbides. 
In air environments or those including at least 20 percent oxygen, graphene, due 
to its high thermal conductivity in conjunction with its high surface area (close to 600 
m
2
/g) and geometry, seems to be a great prospect for improving exothermic reactions. 
The oxidation of aluminum was shown to be advanced by the presence of 
aluminum during heating in an argon atmosphere.  
The propellant mixtures containing GO showed to be the most exothermic of the 
three mixtures investigated in an air environment. The volatile byproducts observed were 
similar to the ones seen when using carbon black and presented a similar environmental 
footprint. In addition, GO definitely contributed to the creation of carbides; however, it 
was only in an argon environment, and it is unclear whether or not this contributed to a 
release of energy. 
The most significant finding was the mechanism by which, in the thermite 
mixtures studied in oxygen, the effect of the additive was to release gases that promote 
the bursting of aluminum shells, exposing more Al surface area and increasing the 
oxidation rate. The purpose of the thermite reaction is the rapid oxidation of one metal, 
due to the rapid reduction of another material. This thesis proves, unequivocally, that the 
additives employed could enhance the existing mixtures, or even possibly serve as 
substitutes of the reduction agent. Moreover, the use of GO and G do not have a 
downside from the environmental point of view since they burn off completely without 
generating solid byproducts. 
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The GO propellant experiments were inconclusive due to the temperatures at 
which the mixtures were made. Further study of the system is recommended. Based on 
the thermite reaction outcomes presented herein, the use of graphene instead of GO could 
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VII. RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS 
Further research is necessary in a couple areas. First, testing should be conducted 
in which there is no difference between the mass of the GO that reduces to graphene 
during heating and the mass of graphene that is mixed in a separate sample. This will 
allow determination of whether or not there is a difference between graphene created in 
situ or before experimentation. It would also be helpful to use instrumentation whereby 
mixtures could be recorded as they were heated. This would give valuable insight into the 
shell-bursting mechanism, oxidation mechanism, and may allow determination of the 
difference in results between GO and graphene mixtures (assuming it is not strictly mass 
based). 
Finally, further testing should be conducted on the possibility of including GO 
and graphene in propellants or other propellants. Further testing should be done 
specifically to determine if the porous propellant formed while mixing was a result of 
oxygen release, or mixture density. And the graphene should be tested on the sheer merit 
of the analysis conducted with thermitic mixtures, in which the graphene proved itself to 
be a combustion enhancing additive. 
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APPENDIX A. PUBLISHED MATLAB CODE TO GENERATE 3D 
PLOTS 
The following MATLAB code was written in order to import files from excel and 
create 3D figures from the data. It calls two additional codes (Appendix B. and Appendix 
C.) which were automatically generated by the MATLA in order to reproduce plots with 
a certain appearance.  
%Nicholas Vilardi 








%Imports Excel Files 
ThermGO_Air_Intensity = importfile(‘ThermGO_Air.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
ThermGO_Air_Temperature = importfile(‘ThermGO_Air.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes X 
 x = [1:18,21:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
%Creates 3D Plot 
 createfigure(x,y,z); 
 % Create title 






%Imports Excel Files 
ThermGO_Air2_Intensity = importfile(‘ThermGO_Air2.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
ThermGO_Air2_Temperature = importfile(‘ThermGO_Air2.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes X 
 x = [1:15,17:18,21:31,33:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
%Creates 3D Plot 
 createfigure(x,y,z); 
 % Create title 






%Imports Excel Files 
ThermGO_Argon_Intensity = importfile(‘ThermGO_Argon.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
ThermGO_Argon_Temperature = importfile(‘ThermGO_Argon.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes x 
 x = [1:18,21:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
 %Creates 3D Plot 
 createfigure(x,y,z); 
 % Create title 





%Imports Excel Files 
ThermGraph_Air_Intensity = importfile(‘ThermGraph_Air.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
ThermGraph_Air_Temperature = importfile(‘ThermGraph_Air.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes x 
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 x = [1:19,21:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
 %Creates 3D Plot 
 createfigure(x,y,z); 
 % Create title 





%Imports Excel Files 
ThermGraph_Air2_Intensity = importfile(‘ThermGraph_Air2.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
ThermGraph_Air2_Temperature = importfile(‘ThermGraph_Air2.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes x 
 x = [1:15,17:19,21:31,33:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
 %Creates 3D Plot 
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 createfigure(x,y,z); 
 % Create title 





%Imports Excel Files 
ThermGraph_Argon_Intensity = importfile(‘ThermGraph_Argon.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
ThermGraph_Argon_Temperature = importfile(‘ThermGraph_Argon.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes x 
 x = [1:19,21:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
 %Creates 3D Plot 
 createfigure(x,y,z); 
 % Create title 






%Imports Excel Files 
Thermite_Air_Intensity = importfile(‘Thermite_Air.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Thermite_Air_Temperature = importfile(‘Thermite_Air.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 





x = [1:19,21:38,41:50]; 
 
%Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
%Establishes Z 
b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
 %Creates 3D Plot 
 createfigure(x,y,z); 
 % Create title 






%Imports Excel Files 
Thermite_Air2_Intensity = importfile(‘Thermite_Air2.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Thermite_Air2_Temperature = importfile(‘Thermite_Air2.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 





x = [1:15,17:19,21:31,33:38,41:50]; 
 
%Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
%Establishes Z 
b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
 %Creates 3D Plot 
 createfigure(x,y,z); 
 % Create title 





%Imports Excel Files 
Thermite_Argon_Intensity = importfile(‘Thermite_Argon.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Thermite_Argon_Temperature = importfile(‘Thermite_Argon.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 









 y = yread(:,1); 
 
%Establishes Z 
b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
%Creates 3D Plot 
createfigure(x,y,z); 
% Create title 





%Imports Excel Files 
Fuel_CB_Air_Intensity = importfile(‘Fuel_CB_Air.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Fuel_CB_Air_Temperature = importfile(‘Fuel_CB_Air.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes x 
 x = [1:18,21:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
 %Creates 3D Plot 
createfigure(x,y,z); 
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% Create title 





%Imports Excel Files 
Fuel_CB_Air2_Intensity = importfile(‘Fuel_CB_Air2.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Fuel_CB_Air2_Temperature = importfile(‘Fuel_CB_Air2.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes x 
 x = [1:15,17:18,21:31,33:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
 %Creates 3D Plot 
createfigure(x,y,z); 
% Create title 






%Imports Excel Files 
Fuel_CB_Argon_Intensity = importfile(‘Fuel_CB_Argon.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Fuel_CB_Argon_Temperature = importfile(‘Fuel_CB_Argon.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes X 
 x = [1:18,21:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
%Creates 3D Plot 
createfigure(x,y,z); 
% Create title 






%Imports Excel Files 
Fuel_GO_Air_Intensity = importfile(‘Fuel_GO_Air.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Fuel_GO_Air_Temperature = importfile(‘Fuel_GO_Air.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes X 
 x = [1:19,21:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
%Creates 3D Plot 
createfigure(x,y,z); 
% Create title 





%Imports Excel Files 
Fuel_GO_Air2_Intensity = importfile(‘Fuel_GO_Air2.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Fuel_GO_Air2_Temperature = importfile(‘Fuel_GO_Air2.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes X 
 x = [1:15,17:18,21:31,33:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
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 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
%Creates 3D Plot 
createfigure(x,y,z); 
% Create title 





%Imports Excel Files 
Fuel_GO_Argon_Intensity = importfile(‘Fuel_GO_Argon.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Fuel_GO_Argon_Temperature = importfile(‘Fuel_GO_Argon.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes X 
 x = [1:18,21:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
%Creates 3D Plot 
createfigure(x,y,z); 
% Create title 






%Imports Excel Files 
Fuel_Only_Air_Intensity = importfile(‘Fuel_Only_Air.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Fuel_Only_Air_Temperature = importfile(‘Fuel_Only_Air.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes X 
 x = [1:18,21:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
%Creates 3D Plot 
createfigure(x,y,z); 
% Create title 






%Imports Excel Files 
Fuel_Only_Air2_Intensity = importfile(‘Fuel_Only_Air2.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Fuel_Only_Air2_Temperature = importfile(‘Fuel_Only_Air2.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 




 %Establishes X 
 x = [1:15,17:18,21:31,33:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
%Creates 3D Plot 
createfigure(x,y,z); 
% Create title 





%Imports Excel Files 
Fuel_Only_Argon_Intensity = importfile(‘Fuel_Only_Argon.xlsx’,’Intensity’); 
Fuel_Only_Argon_Temperature = importfile(‘Fuel_Only_Argon.xlsx’,’Temperature’); 
 





 %Establishes X 
 x = [1:18,21:38,41:50]; 
 
 %Estashishes y 
 y = yread(:,1); 
 
 %Establishes Z 
 b = length(x); 
 for col = 1:b 
   z(:,col) = zread(:,col); 
 end 
 
%Creates 3D Plot 
createfigure(x,y,z); 
% Create title 
title({‘Fuel Only in Argon’},’FontSize’,24,’FontName’,’Times New Roman’); 
 









APPENDIX B. AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED PUBLISHED 
MATLAB CODE WHICH CREATES FIGURES 
The following code was automatically generated by MATLAB, and creates the 
3D MS plots shown throughout this thesis. 
function createfigure(xdata1, ydata1, zdata1) 
%CREATEFIGURE(XDATA1,YDATA1,ZDATA1) 
% XDATA1: surface xdata 
% YDATA1: surface ydata 
% ZDATA1: surface zdata 
 
% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 01-Aug-2014 12:23:07 
 
% Create figure 
figure1 = figure; 
 
% Create axes 





% Create surf 
surf(xdata1,ydata1,zdata1,’Parent’,axes1); 
 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel(‘Mass/Charge (m/z)’,’HorizontalAlignment’,’right’,’FontSize’,18,... 
  ‘FontName’,’Times New Roman’); 
 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel(‘Temperature (C)’,’FontSize’,18,’FontName’,’Times New Roman’,... 
  ‘HorizontalAlignment’,’left’); 
 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel(‘Ion Current (A)’); 
 
% % Create title 
% title({‘Thermite in Argon’},’FontSize’,24,’FontName’,’Times New Roman’); 
 
% Create colorbar 
colorbar(‘peer’,axes1); 
Error using createfigure (line 19) 
Not enough input arguments. 
Published with MATLAB® R2012b 
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APPENDIX C. AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED PUBLISHED 
MATLAB CODE WHICH IMPORTS EXCEL FILES 
The following code was automatically generated by MATLAB. It imports excel 
files for use which contained the data the code in Appendix A and Appendix B used to 
create the 3D MS plots. 
function data = importfile(workbookFile, sheetName, range) 
%IMPORTFILE Import data from a spreadsheet 
%  DATA = IMPORTFILE(FILE) reads all numeric data from the first worksheet 
%  in the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet file named FILE and returns the 
%  numeric data. 
% 
%  DATA = IMPORTFILE(FILE,SHEET) reads from the specified worksheet. 
% 
%  DATA = IMPORTFILE(FILE,SHEET,RANGE) reads from the specified worksheet 
%  and from the specified RANGE. Specify RANGE using the syntax 
%  ‘C1:C2’,where C1 and C2 are opposing corners of the region. 
% 
% Non-numeric cells are replaced with: 0.0 
% 
% Example: 
%  ThermGOAir = importfile(‘ThermGO_Air.xlsx’,’Mass’,’A1:AU359’); 
% 
%  See also XLSREAD. 
 
% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 2014/07/28 18:03:51 
Input handling 
% If no sheet is specified, read first sheet 
if nargin == 1 || isempty(sheetName) 
  sheetName = 1; 
end 
 
% If no range is specified, read all data 
if nargin <= 2 || isempty(range) 
  range = ‘‘; 
end 
Error using importfile (line 25) 
Not enough input arguments. 
Import the data 
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[~, ~, raw] = xlsread(workbookFile, sheetName, range); 
Replace non-numeric cells with 0.0 
R = cellfun(@(x) (~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x)) || isnan(x),raw); % Find non-numeric 
cells 
raw(R) = {0.0}; % Replace non-numeric cells 
Create output variable 
data = reshape([raw{:}],size(raw)); 
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